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At the dairy conference at Bangor the
butter made at the West Paris creamery
received the highest score for creamery
butter. No better butter is made at
any factory in the state than at West
Paris. A. J. Abbott of West Paris, who
has charge of the butter factory at that
place, çets the highest score on dairy
to
butter. Mr. Abbott knows how
make butter and put it up in an atin
man
well
as
tractive form as
any
Maine.

THE FARMSTEAD BEAUTIFUL
This was the subject of a very interesting address by Chancellor Andrews
before the recent meeting of the farm\
my '-eet work warranted.
ers' congress at Sioux Falls. He pleaded
H.
D.,
OKATIO WOODBURY. A. M-,
for a higher plane of life among farmers,
,
11
and for all the agencies that would
A
Surgeon,
Physician
civilize, refine and elevate. Everywhere,
MAINS.
the natural tendency is in the opposite
->OCTH PARIS,
of
direction—downward.
Deprived
e and residence, 14 High Street.
these elevating intluences, farmers tend
r «JVI ITsl,
to become mere hewers of wood, or
i\.
servants to those who are better off.
Attorney at Law,
This is clearly demonstrated in EuroMAINE
pean countries and other countries of
NORWAY,
η* * ;-.pe vtr
the world where the knowledge of how
Il
ne Β <vk
to work is the only thing deemed necM AVTOX K. BKOOKS,
essary for rural workers. Mr. Andrews
mentioued the various agencies and inAttorney at Law.
tluences at work in this country to lift
Notary Public.
up farmers to the high plane they should
MAINE.
occupy, such as public schools, the
SOUTH PARIS,
church, the press, the library, the teleci'tloBH receive my promt per-onal at'ention.
phone, free mail delivery, better roads,
l.Vmlttaaces made day claim 1» paid.
A it matters reported on promptly.
experiment stations and agricultural
schools. But there was still another
« kOKut ί·. JU.Nfc» Λ SON.
ami powerful agency, hitherto largely
11
neglected—the beautifying of the farm
Dentists,
and home. Without this, he declared
MAINE.
NORWAY,
the work would be incomplete, and the
Main St.
:
sons and daughters would continue to
leave the farm and seek other occupat. Κ KM Κ Λ PARK,
tion. This is especially true of those
at
Law,
Attorneys
retining intluences are
upon whom
MAINS
effective—taking away the better class
BKTUEL,
and leaving those who have least appreEllen" C-l'ark.
'.on fc. Merrick.
ciation of the beautiful in art or nature.
<iHS 9. HARLOW,
Perhaps there is no other subject so
universally unpopular among fanners
Attorney at Law,
as this- beautify the home and farm.
MAINE.
PIXNELD.
This is the result of hard conditions by
which they have been surrounded and
H
the lack of education. It is useless to
talk of beautifying to a man who is
LAND SURVEYOR,
against debt or misfortune,
struggling
Mouth Pari·, Mala·.
or to a man who has no love of the beauλ u
had twenty years' exigence in the
Mis house is a place of
If 'ie»lred, will tiful in his soul.
rr tnds, etc., of thU slate.
.•:.!eh plan, or copy of Held notes, showing shelter and sleep, and the only use he
»
rk done.
sees for land is to make money out of it.
If he can be convinced that beautifying
WALDO
pays in money, he will do what he can,
;»nd from this sordid motive, even, the
upward tendency is ofteu created. It
iloes pay to beautify. No other work
uu the farm pays better—in money value.
GRANGE BLOCK,
NOR * AY. A friend, a few years ago, purchased a
Over Advertiser Office,
run-down lUO-acre farm within a dozen
PHOTOGRAPHIC miles of the city at $4" an acre. The
tirst thing he did was to remove the
SUPPLIES !
dilapidated rail fence along the road,
grade the land along the highway, put
W. P.
up a neat board fence, painted white,
plant shade trees, seed the roadside with
j:» Π ait» Ml., Sou ι It Pari*. Πκ
blucgrass, anil construct a tan-bark sideMall order* promptly (IIW^»
walk. Wonderful transformation! People hardly recognized the place when
they passed by. Theu he re-constructed
all the inside fences, on new liues, aud
cleaned the farm of briers, weeds and
Expert Watchmaker atul
scrub growth. He made a stone dam
across a spring run and converted a usePractical Optician.
less ravine into a beautiful little lake,
MAINE lie repaired aud painted buildings, made
SOUTH P/VRH.
good driveways ami beautliicd the home
grouuds. These improvements cost him
besides his
a thousand dollars in cash,
own labor, making the total cost of the
I'oplar delivered at my mill, South farm five thousand dollars, or tifty dollars an acre. He sold it withiu two
Paris, of regular size and length.
years for eight thousand dollars'* Did
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ONE IS ENOUGH.
A single breed is better to have about
than a dozen different kinds. There are
many reasons for this. When considered from the fancier's standpoint, a single
breed is about all one person can sucthe
Having
cessfully care for, unless the fancier's
whole time and atteution are given to
them, if this can be done, then as many
varieties as there is space to accommo1
A. W.
owned
date may be kept to advantage. Hut
then it will be fouud that the fanto quote prices to even
would be
cier, w ho puts his whole energy into one
all who desire work done.
variety will progress more rapidly than
the one devoting himself to many varieties. When takeu from the standpoint of eggs for market, it will be
6, 1902.
fourni that it is more attractive for cusBuckheld, Me.,
tomers to have ill the eggs as near alike
two hens' eggs can be: when for
as
Bankrupt's Petition for >Discharge.
market poultry, it is to the credit of the
In the matter of
killing
EDWIN L. ΓΗΙΝΝΚΥ,
{ Λ» Bankruptcy seller to send to market ait whole
comes to the
Itankrupt )
that are alike: and when
To the Hon. Nathan Wkbb, Judge of the Dts- care of the
the
learns
soon
oue
fowls,
trtct Court of ιhe United States for the DUtrie t
habits and eating capacity of the one
of Maine
L. PHISNEY, of BucklleM. In the
variety, and thus in feediug and treating
County of Oxford, and State of Maine. In them all
alike, good average results will
•aid District. respectfully represents, tiiat on the
Hut when they are in the
ih lay of Novraiber, last pant, he wad >luly a·'· be realized.
bankrupt un<ler the Act* of Congre»» re dock, the active Leghorn with the less
surhas
he
that
<iuly
to
Bankruptcy;
«ting
active larger breeds when fed together,
rendered all hi· property and rights of property,
the active fowl will get too much, while
an I nae fully compilent with all the requirements
of said Acta and of the orders of Court touching the slower moving fowl will not have
Ma bankruptcy.
For this reason, when kept in
Wherefore lie ρ ray β. That he may be decreed enough.
all yards or colonies, it is better to keep
by the Court to have a full discharge fromsaid
under
estate
his
K'i>u provable against
heus to themselves and pullets to thembankrupt Acta, except such debts as are ex selves.—Turf, Farm au*l Home.
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3rd day of January. A. D. 1902.
EDWIN L. PUINNEY, Bankrupt.
The winter time has come and a good
ORUKR OF NOTICE THEHEOK.
many young colts will be hitched up for
the first time. Colt breakiug has indeed
District of Maink, ss.
un tiila 11th day of Jan., A. D. 1902, on readhad a reformation iu the past twenty-live
It I»—
the
petition.
foregoing
lug
There was a time when it was
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had years.
3th 'lay of Feb., Α. D. considered that the only way to have a
upon the same on the
DisIn
sold
at
Portland,
I'.dtt, before said Court
good horse was to let him run until four,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that live or six
years of age, then bit him up,
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Demand
the harness on him, then harness
put
ocrat, a rewspaper printed In said District,
that all known creditors, and other persons In him, and by means of brute force to
Interest. may appear at the sal·I time and place
him, and iu due time get him so
ami show cause, if anv they have, why the pray· couquer
he could be driveu to a vehicle. Now
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
That
Ami It is further ordered by the Court,
the young colt is halter broken while folthe Clerk shall send by mall to all known credhe is a year
ad- lowing his dam, and before
itors copies of said petition and thla order,
harnessed and
dressed to them at their place· of residence as i>ld he is used to beiug
1H tenI.
his spirit is not broken thereby. I preWitness the Honorable Nathan Wkbb, Judge sume
every colt is benefitted by being
Portat
seal
thereof,
the
and
<>f the said Court,
is lie will rein more readily,
land, in -aid District, on the 11th day of Jan. bitted, that
A. D. 190.'.
1 remember of getting one so it
though
A. H. DAVIS. Clerk.
[L. e.J
would rein very readily by using a bridle
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
ind lead rein. The colt was playful and
Attest —A. H. DAVIS. Clerk
would run out and bring up at the end of
for
the rein. This hurt hie mouth someWe are
what, I presume. Ile pulled always on
une side, but I know that the first time I
would rein
put both reins on the colt
well in either direction, and was always
We can show you some of the best swivel anil
land side plows In the market, both in steel and broken thereafter.
wood beams. We have
Probably it would uot work the same
in all cases, but this one was very sensiHarand
ble, level headed and not excessively
&c. imbitious.—Turf, Farm and Home.
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Satsuine Interior Enamels
are

better than paint.

work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
wall», ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
be
absorbent and can
kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They

I>oo't pay fane prices when your dealer will
at the
furnish
you "Sstsurna Interior knamela"

name

price

as

ordinary paint.

"How to
FKKK Color card aud our book'et,
Kefurnish the Home With ut Buying New Furniture."

Made by Heath 4

Mlligan M'f'g Co.,

I'kk·!·.
>lso Floor Faint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Muntlo, Ac.,
Varnish,
Masury'· Railroad and Liquid Fainta,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

•«ITH PAJUS,
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MilMi·

HAY TEA FOR CALVES.
writer in Dairy and Creamery
advocates the use of hay tea for growing calves in place of skim milk, and
says one pound of good hay boiled for an
hour in six quarts of water and then
strained and made richer by adding a
handful of oil meal, and another of oatmeal, to be steeped in it for as long a
time, to each half gallon of the hay tea,
will be equally good for the calves.
Perhaps it is so, and those who are more
anxious to experiment than to raise
their calves may try it, but we would
not.
Even if the hay were pure clover
carefully cured we should feel doubtful
of the result, and if there were weeds in
it the results, if not less doubtful, would
probably be less favorable. Until skim
milk has a market value of mure than
half a cent a pound, whether from open
setting or from the separator, we would
not advise a man to steep hay tea as a
calf food. And we write from sad experience as a result of testing hay tea
when we had a demand for all the milk
we could produce.
have grown
We
good calves ou skim milk reinforced
with a porridge made from equal parts
of corn meal and wheat bran, using Hour
instead of bran or boiling the skim milk,
if we saw indications of scouring, but
we never saw a cow brought to what we
call the weaning age on hay tea that we
would have accepted as a gift after they
were all grown, even if they lived to
that age. Let those who like to do so
experiment with hay tea, but give us
good skim milk, as pure and fresh as it
can be had by skimming or by the use of
the separator, and then porridge made
from good sweet grain, or linseed meal
jelly, or even good oatmeal and wheat
bran to stir in the milk after we cease
using whole milk, and we will not ask
for better food.
A

dairy

INTENSIVE CULTIVATION FOR CQ^N
With the exception of sweet corn for
canniug, I plant corn only for the silo.
Hut I plant common yellow corn, and
treat it exactly as I should if it were to
be husked. I like to plow the ground in
the fall and £hen in the spring I use a
swivel plow. I have not made a back
I
furrow or a dead furrow in ten years.
use a liberal amount of barnyard, or
rather barn cellar, manure, the more the
better, from 20 two-horse loads to the
acre to twice that amount.
Spread the
manure on after the spring plowing and
harrow it in, harrow it again, liarrow it
some more, and then harrow it.
I would like to plant in hills three or
3 1-2 feet each way, to allow of cultivating both ways, but there is no planter in
our part of the country that will do it.
I put on from 200 to .">00 pounds of some
good commercial fertilizer with the
planter, varying in proportion to the
amount and uuality of the stable maStart the weeder ahead of the
nure.
weeds, and keep ahead of them with
that implement and the cultivator all
the season, so that the corn and not the
weeds gets the benefit of the moisture
and the fertilizer.
The harvesting with me is done in one
or two days, as my crop is cut into the
silo, after picking enough for the next
year's seed. In order to adopt some of
the extensive methods followed in the
west, we must remove the obstructions
on the land, if we have them, and make
the horse and machine do the work, and
thus increase the capacity of the farm,
that of his
an the manufacturer does
■thint.—Xew Km/land Homestead.
FORESTS ACTING

AS

FILTERS.

George B. Hollister, of the United
States Geological Survey, said in a recent

circular that the national forest reserves
of this country now cover a total area of
about 47,000,000 acres. These reserves
do not preclude the cutting of the timber upon them, but insure its scientific
management so that it is harvested with
a view to future cuttings, and, what is
most important, that the tracts be kept
intact as woodlands. All the forest reserves are situated in mountain regions
and on great watersheds, where, by
their covering and protection of the soil,
they act as natural storage reservoirs,
regulating the fiow of the streams which
rise among them, and to a large extent
preventing violent and disastrous
freshets.
With the exception of the Black Hills
Reservation of l,211,ti80 acres, established in 1S97, all the forest reserves of the
country are west of the Rocky Mountains, where water for irrigation is most
ueeded and its protection absolutely
necessary. More of the reserves are in
California than in any other state, nearly all of the California reserves being
created at the request of the people of
that state, who had before their eyes
many examples of the evil effects of
forest denudation in the Sierras.
One of the secondary but important
effects of these forests upon the watersheds is their filtering action, by which
the amount of sediment which would
otherwise be washed into the streams is
held from them. In these days of large
storage reservoirs, which must more and
more become the feature of successful
irrigation enterprises, freedom from silt
and sediment in the streams is of the
utmost

importance.

KEEPING THE YOU^G THINGS GROWING.
The secret of the success of the best
feeders lies in the fact that at no period
in the development of a young thing is
it allowed to lose a pound of flesh, but
rather that each day brings a steady and
gradual gait.. It is this carefuluess ina
the details of feeding that produces
well-built animal and one that pays for
his keeping and the food consumed;
A good many farmers especially In the
western states, are slack in their methods of haniling their young animals.
During the spring and summer these
but
young things get along very nicely
when winter comes on they are poorly
provided with warm quarters and are
"carried through" the winter on a reduced amount of feed. There can be no
profit in keeping and feeding stock
in this way. The feeding operations
should be looked after as carefully during the winter season as at any other
period of the year,, and perhaps more so,
for the reason that the young things
need an extra amount of feed to help
theiu resist the cold. Right now is a
good time of the year to make calculations for the coming season, that each
animal kept on the farm may be fed
profitably and carried aloug with a gain
each day.—Prairie Farmer.
It will have to be admitted that experiment stations pay but little attention

Station records are full of
experiments in feeding for the production of beef and milk, of pork—lean
and fat—of mutton and wool, of fowl's
eggs and meat, but there is practically
uothing about feeding for the developTHE HEAVIEST OXEN.
ment of mustfle and vigor in the horse.
•The weight of my big oxen was SO.'}.5»
something about horse
pounds. 1 have never known of ofa Occasionally
is seen in station reports, but
feediug
another
have
I
pair
heavier pair.
it is quotations from foreign
Holsteins cumin on that I think will in usually
methods or demonstrations. Original
in
other
the
excel
weight.
or
time equal
research along this line is nuarly an unThey are now five years old and weigh known
quantity among our experimentcondition.
iu
4Λ00 pounds
good working
It is not only the feeding but the
ers.
for
chance
had
never
any
They have
of horses that more should be
making a big gain, except a few months breediug
known about by farmers generally, and
last summer, when they gained 800
that kiud of instruction should come
pounds in six mouths besides doing from experiment stations.
farm work. They are now on a big log
to draw
job and are one of three teams to mill
In the last century the farmers of Mid12 to 1*> thousand feet of logs
London is
the
job dlesex, the county in which Parliament
daily. I shall keep them on
come partly situated, petitioned
until about May 1, when they will
roads
will against improving the abominable
back on to the farm aud their work
claimed that
frankly
of
They
conto
England.
them
weigh
be light. I expect
bad
fair so long as the roads were bad they
siderably over Ô000 pounds uext
markets for
a monopoly of the London
time.—Homestead.
and
the sale of their vegetables, fruit
that if the roads were improved
grain;
CATTERY.
t
AN AUSTRALIAN
of other counties would be
all the the farmers
LonGrass and a little castor oil are
able to bring their produce to the
famous
a
of
cats
which the
disastrous

remedies
Australian cattery

ever

to

horses.

markets, which would be
need, and meat, don
to the "industry" of Middlesex.

The
tish and milk comprise their diet.
live in an
pets, of which there are eleven,
Good intentions alone will never pave
is surrounded
asphalt courtyard, which
the way to good country roads.
are of
cats
The
houses.
little
by their
stand the
the Persian variety, and
Beets are fattening, even a moderately
well,
of
changeable climate of Australia
learned man will explain, because
most of them are natives of

although
itaglaad.

the sugar the/ contain.
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OF THE CZARS
By Jules Verne
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CHAPTER XVIII.

A

SIMULTANEOUS move·
meut brought all the

members of the council
toward the half open
door. A courier from the
csar arrived at Irkutsk]
If the officers had reflected for au Instant on the Improbability of that fact, they would have certainly considered It impossible.
The grand duke had quickly moved

toward his aid-de-camp.
"That courier!" said he.
A man entered. He had the air of
He wore the
one worn out by fatigue.
costume of a Siberian peasant, much
worn, even torn, and on which one
could see bullet holes. A Russian bonnet covered his head. A scar, badly
healed crossed his face. The man had
evidently followed a long and trying
route. His shoes and stockings, In a
bad state, even proved that he had
made part of bis journey on foot
"His highness the grand duke?" said

he on enteriug.
The grand duke went up to him.
"Are you a courier from the czar?"
be asked him.

"Yes. your highness."
"You come from"—

-Moscow."
"You left Moscow"—
"The 15th of July."
"You are called"—
"Michael Strogoff."
It was Ivan Ogareff. He had taken
the name aud position of the man
whom he believed to be powerless.
Neither the graud duke nor any other
had
person iu Irkutsk knew liiiu. He
uof even needed to disguise his features.

As he had the means of

proving

his pretended ideuflty. uo one could
He came. then, sustained
doubt him.
by a will of iron, to hasten by treason
aud assassination the conclusiou of the
drama of the iuvasiou.
After the answer of Ivan OgarefT the
duke made a sign, and all his

υνιυυνι

αιι«

»

jv»·

days."

ν·

Ice on the river.
A quarter of nu hour passed without
Then,
his puttiug another question.
ugain taking up the letter, he read a
passage of it and said:
"You know, Michael StrogofT, that
there is question in this letter of a
traitor against whom I have to be on
my

guard?"

"Yes, your highness."
"lie Is to attempt to enter Irkutsk
disguised to win my coulhleuce; then,

at the proper time, to deliver up the
town to the Tartars."
"I know all that, your highness, and
1 also know that Ivan Ogareff lias
sworn personal vengeance on the brother

of the exar."

"Why?"

you."

"Yes, you would have beeu lost," answered the grand duke. "And how did
you

escape?"

"By throwing myself Into the Irtish."

"And how iTid you enter Irkutsk?"
"During a sortie that was made this
detachvery night to repel a Tartar
In with the defenders of
ment I

The grand duke took the letter. He
joined
unfolded it aud recognized the ilgna1 was able to make myself
ture of the czar, preceded by the sacra- the towu.
at once conducted me
mental formula, written with his own known, and they
Hence there was no possible before your highness."
haud.
"Well done. Michael Strogoff." andoubt concerning the authenticity ot
"^ou have
the grand duke,
that letter uor indeed concerning the swered
shown courage and zeal duriug this
fierce
his
If
courier.
the
of
Identity
I shall not forget
difficult mission.
look at first inspired mistrust, the
favor to ask of
Have
any
you
you.
it
to
be
seen,
allow
not
grand duke did
me?"
aland soon the mistrust disappeared
"None If It be not that of fighting by
together.
answered
The grand duke remained some mo- the side of your highness."
ments without speaking. He was read- Ivan Ogareff.
"Let It be so. Michael StrogofT. From
ing slowly the letter in order to thorthis day I attach you to my person,
It.
of
sense
the
gather
oughly
be lodged in this palace."
Taking up again the speech, he ask- and you shall
"And if in conformity with the iuteued:
which Is attributed to him Ivan
"Michael Strogoff. do you know the tlon
Ogareff should present himself before
contents of this letter?"
under a false name"—
"Yes, your highness. I might haTe your blghuess
uumask
him, thanks to
would
"We
to
It
prevent
been compelled to destroy
and
know
who
by my order
him,
thé
of
you
It from falling luto the hands
die under the knout. t!o."
Tartars, aud If that should happen I he should
Ivan Ogareff gave the military salute
wished to bring it· couteuts to your
to the graud duke, uot forgetting that
highness."
in the corps of the cou"Do you know that this letter enjoins he was captain
riers of the czar, and he withdrew.
us to die at Irkutsk rather than surIvan Ogareff had just now played with
render the city?"
his base role. The grand duke β
success
"I know it."
had been accorded him full
confidence
out
It
points
"Do you also know that
Ile could abuse It when
entire.
the movements of the troops who have and
He
and where he thought proper.
combined to check the invasion?"
He
would eveu live In that palace.
"Yes, your highness. But those movewould kuow all the secrets of the dements have uot succeeded."
fense. Ile held, therefore, the situation
"What do you mean?"
No one In Irkutsk knew
"I wish to tell you that Ichlm, Omsk, in bis hand.
one could tear off his mask.
No
him.
of
other
Important
to
not
Tomsk,
speak
resolved, therefore, to begin the
towns of the two Siberias, have been He
without more delay.
work
solthe
one after another occupied by
Ivan Ogareff. having every facility
diers of Feofar-Khan."
and acting, spent
"But has there beeu a battle? Have of seeing, observing
the next day in visiting the fortificaour Cossacks ever met the Tartars?"
tions.
Everywhere he was received
"Several times, your highness."
with cordial congratulations by the
"And they were repulsed?"
soldiers and citizens. This cou"They were uot In sufficient strength." officers,
czar wus like a tie which
the
of
rier
taken
"Where have the encounters
bound them to the empire. Ivan Ogaplace of which you speak?"
reff therefore recounted to them all the
"At Kalyvan, at Tomsk."
details of his journey, aud this with a
bad
Ivan
only
time
this
Ogareff
to
Up
was never wantiug. Then
told the truth, but with the object of vivacity that
without at first Inslstiug on it
Irkutsk
adroitly,
of
by
defenders
the
fighting
he sj»oke of the gravity of
exaggerating the advantages obtained too much,
situation,
the
exaggerating, as he had
he
added:
the
of
emir,
by the troops
the grand duke,
while
addressing
dot»·
Krasnol·
before
"And a third time
both the successes of the Tartars aud
arsk."
the forces at their disposal. To listen
"And that last engagement?" asked
to him. the succor would be Insufficient
the grand duke, whose firmly set Hps
should It even come, and It was to be
to
words
the
allowed
pass.
scarcely
feared that a battle fought under the
"It was more than an engagement
of Irkutsk would be as disaswalls
Ivan
Oga
your highness." answered
as the battles of Kalyvan, of
trous
relT; "it was a battle."
Tomsk aDd of Krasnolarsk.
"A battle?"
Ivan Ogareff was not at first lavish
coming
Russians,
thousand
"Twenty
In these sinister Insinuations. He took
and
froutier
of
the
from the province*
care they should penetrate by degrees
from the government of Tobolsk, caint
Into the minds of the defenders of IrInto collision with a force of a hundred
to answer only when
In
spite kutsk. He eeemed
and fifty thousand Tartars, and
to
a great many questions were put
of their courage they have been anniblm and then as though with regret
hilated."
It
In any case be added always that
"You lie!" cried the grand duke, whe
most defend Itself to the last man, and
his
master
to
In
but
vain,
endeavored,
they muet blow it up rather than suranger.
render It!
cool"I tell the truth, your highness,"
If the defender· of Irkutsk could
ly replied Ivan Ogareff. "I waa pre»
been discouraged, Ivan Ogareff
and
have
ent at that battle of Kraenolarsk,
bad chosen an efficient means. But
It Is there where I was made prisoner!"
and population of Irkutsk
The graud duke became calm, and by the garrison
were too patriotic to allow themselves
under
to
Ivan
Ogareff
he
a sign
gave
Of those soldiers, of
stand that he did not doubt bit verac- to be frightened.
those cltlsens, shot op In an Isolated
ity.
town at the farthest end of the Asiatic
"On what day did this battle ol
world, not one bad dreamed of speakKraenolarsk take place?" he asked.
The disdain of
ing of capitulation.
of
2d
the
September."
"On
withRussia for those barbarians was
are
force·
Tartar
the
all
"And now
a moout limit In any case no one for
Irkutsk?"

concentrated around

knows with what λπ :letj Mils unhappy father was devoured. If his daughter, Nadia Feodor, liad left Russia at
the date assigned by the last letter he
had received from Riga, what had beWas she still trying to
come of her?
traverse the Invaded provinces, or,
ra*ber, had she already been for a long
time a prisoner? Wassili Feodor could
not tind any solace for his sorrow except when he had some opportunity of

"All."
"And you would number them at"—
"Four hundred thousand men!"
A new exaggeration of Ivan OgareH fighting against the Tartars, opportuIn reckoning the numbers of the Tar· nities which were too seldom for his
tar army and tending always to the
liking. Now. when Wassili Feodor was
same end.
Informed of the unexpected arrival of
"And 1 inusj not expect any succo: a courier from the czar he had u prefrom the provinces of tbe west?" ask· sentiment that this courier could give
eu the grand duke.
him some tidings of his daughter. It
"None, your highness—at least before was
only a very slight hope, but still
tbe end of winter."
be clung îo It.
"Very well. Listen to this. Michael
Wassili Feodor went to find Ivan
Strogoff: Should uo relief come to me, Ogareff. who availed himself of this
neither from the west nor the east, and
opportunity to have daily relations
were there (500,000 Tartnrs. 1 would
with the commandant. Did the renenot give up Irkutsk!"
gade think lie could turn that circumThe wicked eye of Ivan Ogareff lightstance to his own profit? Did he judge
ly blinked. The traitor seemed to say all men by himself? Could he believe
that the brother of the czar was reck·
that a Russlau. even a political exile,
oniug without treason.
could be so mean as to betray his «ounThe granfl duku, of a nervous tempertry? Whatever was the case. Ivan
ament, had great difficulty In preserv- Ogareff met witli skillfully feigned eaing his calmness on learning this dis- gerness all the advances made to him
astrous news. lie walked up and down
by the father of Nadia. The latter, the
the room under the eyes of Ivan Oga- very next morn'.ug after the arrival of
refl, who covered him as a prey re- the pretended courier, wcut to the palserved for his vengeance. He stopped ace of the governor general. There lie
lie looked out upon informed Ivan Ogareff of the circumat the windows.
He was tryiug to stances under which his daughter had
the Tartar tires.
find out the noise, the greater part of to leave European Russia and told him
which was caused by tbe grating of the
In her rewhat was his

graud
"They say that that officer had been
officers retired.
condemned by the grand duke to a
he
and
Michael
Strogoff
The fictitious
most humiliating degradation."
remained aloue iu the room.
"Yes, 1 remember. But he deserved
The graud duke looked at Ivan OgaIt. that wretch, who was afterward to
refT for some seconds and with the
serve against his country and to lead
greatest attention. Then he asked him: there atr invasion of barbarians!"
"You were on the 15th of July at
"His majesty the czar." answered
Moscow ?"
1 vnη Oi?im>IT. "relied esneciall.v on the
the
on
aud
night
"Yes. your highness,
fact that you were aware of the crimfrom the 14th to the 13th I saw his
inal projects of Ivan Ogareff against
majesty the czar at the New palace."
your person."
"You have a letter from the czar?"
"Yes: the letter Informed me of It."
"Here if is."
"And his majesty told it to me himAud Ivau Ogareff banded to the
self. while warning me to mistrust that
grand duke the imperial letter, reduced
traitor above all during uiy journey
to dimensions almost microscopic.
Siberia."
"Was that letter given to you in that across
"Have you ever met him?"
state?" asked the graud duke.
"Yes. your highness, after the battle
"No. your highness, but I was comof Krasuoiarsk.
Could he have suspelled to tear open the envelope in or
thai 1 was the bearer of a letder to better conceal it from the Tartar pected
ter addressed to your highness and in
soldiers."
all his projects were divulged
"Have you, then, been a prisoner of which
I should not now be standing before
the Tartars?"

"Yes. your highness, during a few
days," auswered Ivan Ogareff. "It is
ou that account that, having set out
from Moscow on the 15th of July, I
only arrived at Irkutsk on the 2<1 of

suspected the hateful role which

No one
lvnu Ogareff was playing.
could have Imagined that the pretended
courier of the czar was nothing else
than a traitor.
A circumstance altogether unnatural
was the cause, from his arrival at Irkutsk. of there being frequent relatione
between Ivan Ogareff and one of its
bravest defeudere. Wassili Feodor. One

anxiety

now

gard.

Ivan Ogareff did not know Nadia, although he had met her at the post
house of Ichim the day on which she
Mut
was there with Michael Strogoff.

then he had paid no more atteuliou to
her than the two journalists, who wen
lit
at the same time in the post house.
could not therefore give any news ol
his daughter to Wassili Feodor.
"But at what time," asked Ivan Ogareff. "had your daughter to have Rus
siau territory?"
"At nearly the same time as you." replied Wassili Feodor.
"I quitted .Moscow on the l.'tli of

July."

"And Nadia also had to leave Moscow
Her letter told me so exou that date.

pressly."

"She was at Moscow on the lôtiJ ol
asked Ivan Ogareff.
"Yes. certainly at that date."
"Very will," replied Ivan OgardT
Then, recollecting himself, he added.
1 was
"But. no: 1 was forgetting.

July?"

about to confound dates. It is unfortu
nately too probable that your daugh
ter has had to cross the frontier, and
only one In pe remains—that she may
have stopped on receiving news of tin
Tartar invasion!"
Wassili Feodor bung down his head
lie knew Nadia, and lie knew well that
nothing would prevent her seti.i.g olf.
By this statement Ivan Ogarcft had

just committed gratuitously an act of
real cruelty. With one word lie coulé
reassure

Wassili Feodor.

Although Nadia had passed the fron-

tier under the circumstances previously described. Wassili Feodor. by comparing the «late at which his daughter
was certainly at Nijnl Novgorod and

the date of the order forbidding any ontto leave it. would without doubt draw
this conclusion—that Nadia could not
have been exposed to the dangers of
an invasion and that she was still, in
spite of herself, on the European terri

tory of the empire.
Ivan Ogareff might have said that
word. Ile «lid not say it. Wassili Feodor withdrew heartbroken. After that
Interview Ids last hope was destroyed.
During the two following days the
grand duke several times asked for
the pretended Michael Strogoff and had
all that lie had heard in the
him

repeat
imperial cabinet of the New palace.

for all those
questions, answered without ever hesitating. He did not conceal designedly
that the government of the czar had
been altogether taketi by surprise by
the Invasion; that the rising bad been
nrenared with the greatest secrecy;
that the Tartars were already masters
of the line of the Obi when the news
reached Moscow, and finally that nothIvan

Ogareff. prepared

read}' to hurl themselves against Ungate wlieu deprived of its defenders,
when I van Ogareff should let theui
know the hour for action.
Meanwhile that could not be long delayed. They must make an end of It

before the Russian corps should arrive
In sight of Irkutsk. The resolution of
Ivan Ogareff was taken, and that very
night from the top of the rampart a
note fell into the hands of Sangarre.
It was the following night, the night
from the 5th to the Gth of October, at
2 o'clock in the morning, that Ivan
Ogareff had fixed for delivering up Irkutsk to the Tartars.
{το
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People who read of tarring and feathering know that the punishment Is a
very unpleasant one, but few imagine
bow terribly pninful and dangerous It
is. In Wyoming I once saw a man who
had been tarred and feathered, and. although he fully deserved the discipline,
I could not help pitying him. Hard-

ened tar is very hard to remove from
the skin, and when feathers are ridded
It forms a kind of cement that sticks
closer than a brother. As soon as the
tar sets the victim's suffering begins.
It contracts as it cools, and every one
Of the little veins on the body is pulled,
causing the most exquisite agony. The
perspiration is entirely stopped, and
unless the tar is removed death is cer-

tain to en«ue.
But the removal Is no easy task and
requires several days. The tar cannot
be softened by the application of heat
and must be peeled off bit by bit,
sweet oil being used to make the procThe irritation to the
ess less painful.
skin is very great, as the hairs cannot
be disengaged, but must be pulled out
No man can be cleaned of
or cut off.
tar In a single day, as the pain of the

would be too excruciating
for endurance, and until this Is done he
has to suffer from a pain like that of
ten thousand pin pricks. Numbers of
men have died under the torture, and
none who have gone through it regard
tar and feathering as anything but a
most fearful inlliction.—Exchange.

operation

I.I ft I η (c bf Mnnrnet*.
The most important employment of
the magnet in the mechanical industries is in lifting and handling such
masses of metal as ship plates, boiler
plates and parts of machines which it
would otherwise be difficult to get hold
of. It effects an average economy In

time and cost of handling, stacking,
loading and imloading of from 50 to 75
per cent.
To meet the possible danger that
from any cause the current from the
dynamo might be cut off, causing the
magnet to drop its load, it Is usual in
well appoluted plants to install a storage battery, which effectually guards
against such accident. In handling
billets and material of convenient
shape a number of pieces may be pickThe same is true
ed nn nt one time.

of tbin pintes.
Tho typo of magnets used In most
American works has a lifting capacity of five tons. It makes a stranger
nervous to see them at work, and be
generally does not need to he reminded
that unless his life is insured at its
full value he would do well to stand
Rut slings and chains
from under.
break under loads quite as often as
magnets drop their loads by accident
New York
and iu wrong places.
Times.
—

Indian

!
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youngest hopeful would close his earthly career through the unwelcome at-

TAR AND FEATHERS.
How It Feel* to Wear α Coat of
Fearful .Mixture.

g*0+04<>+WOroWOK>fr0+0+04g

florae*.

The young Indian wife of today Is
clean, a fairly good cook and tidy with
her bouse, says an exchange. She is
not yet well versed In the art of decoration. and red and green are predominating colors In all of her rooms,
whether In harmony or not. The house
has good furniture, but it Is strangely
arranged. The lounge Is η favorite
piece of furniture, and one sees it in
every Indian household, always iu the

parlor. If the Indians have a piano or
organ, It goes luto the bedroom. The
into
young buck's best saddle also goes
and in many houses it is
the
parlor,

hung upon the wall. Red ribbons are
tied to everything, even the tail of the

cat, for no Indian household is complete without α cat and a dog.

hangman.

Maggie Brennan, aged fifteen, was a
popular employee nt Johnson's cigar
factory. Young Dan was a district
messenger boy, and even little Jennie
earned odd pennies by caring for the
neighbors' children when the latter
were called away to christenings, funerals and weddings.
But from the day that the "Kid,"
at the tender age of nine mouths, had
fallen from the fire escape to the areaway, striking three clotheslines en
route, and had sat up, howling vigorously, but unhurt, his young life had
been marked by a succession of stir-

and nerve distracting events.
Even his good natured Irish mother
had begun to regard him as hopeless,
and his oue friend was pretty Miss
Harris, whose pink and blue shirt
waists and daintily embroidered skirts
decorated the Brennan clothes liorse

ring

each ironing day. Meta Harris always
declared that the "Kid" was particularly intelligent and some day would
perform a great deed.
On this afternoon the "Kid," having
reached the age of three and having
acquired sufficient wisdom to snatch a
stick of licorice from a weaker and
meeker playmate in the gutter, had

wandered far from home.
An overdose of licorice on this hot,
sultry day had ofTeeted the "Kid" as
nothing had ever done before. lie
yearned for the narrow, dim court and
the towering tenement, to say nothing
of a drink and his mother's restful
bosom. But all around him was mud.
the thick, yellow mud of a newly open-

beyond disgustingly new
cottages painted In festhetlc tints and
surrounded by gardens laid out In
geometrical flower and lawn patterns—
that Is, all were thus laid out save one.
ed street, and

It was overgrown with weeds, which
had choked out the flowers planted
there early in the spring.
A young man In a natty flannel suit
had paused at the gate and was surveying with α clouded brow the scene
of desolation. It hnrdiy seemed possible that Just four months previous
lie and she had planted those flowers,
coming iij' each evening to water them,
pick out the weeds and put finishing
touches within doors.
The parlor furniture had been put in
place. Even some of the shining tinware had found its way to the small
pantry when the quarrel came.
lie had done his best to smooth over
the difficulty, but finally one afternoon
he had walked over to the little cottage, which represented his savings of
two hard years, closed and barred the
windows and doors and with η heavy
heart had walked out through the small
gate. Never again had he been near
the burial ground of his high hopes
until this evening. Vaguely he had felt
lately that something ought to be done
with the place.
The frown deepened as lie turned
away and marched resolutely down
the street. He would see a real estate
man at once und offer the place at a 115
sacrifice. Then he'd try his luck In
South America. The papers all said
there were great openings down then:
for clever fellows from the States.
"\fnmiuaf

Mil"—

Jack Criswoid «topped communing
with the disagreeable past and stared
down upon a bedraggled, forlorn bit of

humanity.
"Ilello, old chap! Are you black

or

white?"
The "old chap" resented the familiar
address, fell to weeping lustily and
rolled disconsolately in the soft mud.
"Oh, I say," exclaimed Jack, bonding over the little fellow, "you mustn't
do that! You'll be a sight. Guess you're

lost."
Grlswold glanced helplessly at the
Anthor.
An Innocent
neat cottages and then at the child of
Some new authors orrive with such, the slums. IIow ever did the youngster
a hilarious confidence, such α blithe inget way out here? And his solis were
nocence, that it is always interesting actually pitiful. Jack thought of a
to hear about them. One has just seut policeman, but such officials were seling was ready in the Russian provinces to α well known London publisher α
to throw into Siberia troops suHicient
letter something like this:

to repel the Invaders.
Ivan OgarefT, entirely
Afterward
free in his movements, began to study
Irkutsk, the state of its fortifications,
their weak points, in older eventually
to make use of those observations if
the
any circumstance should prevent
consummation of his treason. He devoted himself more particularly to the

examination of the Bolchaia gate,
which he Intended treacherously to surrender. Twice at night he came to Inspect that gate and the fortifications
nround it. He walked about there without any fear of exposing himself to the
missiles of the besiegers, whose first
posts were less than a verst from the
ramparts. Ile knew well that he was

"1 am told that it is usual on the eve
of the appearance of α book to entertain all the London reviewers to a dinner. Will you kindly tell me what this
would cost, where the dinner should be
held and who. in your opinion, should

be Invited? Of course the thing ought
to be done handsomely!"
It is amusing and true.— London

Chronicle.

Schoolgirl.
Commodore P. Vedder, while a young
to
man, teaching school, had occasion
Λ Mlnohlevon·

a mischievous girl, and,
usual In that day and locality, was
about to resort to the ferule. To the
offending maid he said, "Miss —,
give me your hand." She dropped her
Again he said
bead and blushed.
as was

punish

not exposed—nay. even that he was
recognized. He had had a glimpse of
a shadow which had glided to the foot sternly.

of the ramparts.

Sangarre. risking her life, had Just
come to try to put hersilf in communication with Ivan Ogarefr. Besides, the
besieged for two days had enjoyed a
tranquillity to which they had not been
accustomed since the Tartars first InIt was by order of
vested Irkutsk.
Ivan OgaretT.
The lieuteuant of Feofar-Khan had
wished that all attempts to carry the
town by sheer force should be suspendThus after his arrival at Irkutsk
ed.
the artillery was absolutely silent. Perhaps—at least he hoped so—the vigilance of the besieged would be somewhat relaxed. In any case, at the out-

posti several thousand Tartars

were

Aching Joints

In the fingers, toes, arms, and other

joints that are
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—

parts

of the

body,

are

that acid condition of the blood which
affects the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
after sitting or lying long, and their
condition is commonly worse in wet
weather.

"It haa been α lone Unw since we bavo
My
been without Hood'e Sarsaparilla.
father thinks he could not do without it.
He bas been troubled with rheumatism
since be was a boy, und Hood's Sarsaparilla Is the only medicine be can take that
will enable him to take his place in the
field." Miss Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

of rheumatism—no
outward application can. Take them.
Remove the

cause

"Miss —, I say, give me your
hand."
Slowly lifting her eyes, she remarked: "Mr. Vedder, this Is embarrassing
for me. You should not make such
proposals In public. However, you
must ask my papa first"
Lie* of (he White Kind.

The whole fabric of social Intercourse is interwoven with what would
be lies according to a strict code. Some
noare pleasant fictions that deceive
body. Most of them have their genesis
in a kindly, cheerful desire to avoid
giving pain. These polite untruths are
the lubricant of society. They wear
the
away the rough edges, take away
uncomfortable facts. They
sting out
are the flower of courtesy, "the pineapple perfume of politeness."—Wash-

ington Times.

The Iteat Lifter.

Hl.*am—That boy of yours what went
to college conhl do some powerful lifting with the clubs and dumbbells.
Silas -Yes. but I always thought more
of the other one's lifting powers.
Himtn—Did lie lift dumbbells and the

like?
Silas—No: he lifted tho mortgage.—
Philadelphia Record.

With every exertion the best of men
can do but a moderate amount of good,
but it seems in the power of the most
contemptible individual to do Incalculable mischief.—Washington Irving.

The man who gets up to make the
flre does not always get his share of
the heat.—Saturday Evening Post.

Repairing
Neatly
thought

sign

Well,

of such

has

a

a

The

Scott's Emulsion.
to

things

be

body

like other

repaired

and Scott's Emulsion is

the medicine that does it.
These poor bodies wear out
from worry, from over-work,

from disease. They get thin
and weak. Some of the new
arc not

ones

all of the old
from

well made—and
ones

are

long usage.

Scott's Emulsion
kinds.

racked

fixes all

It does the work both

inside and

out.

It makes soft

bones hard, thin blood red.
weak lungs strong, hollow

full. Only the best
terials are used in the patching
and the patches don't showthrough the new glow of health.
No one has to wait his turn.
You can do it yourself—you

places

ma-

and the bottle.
This

picture represent.·»

the Trade Mark cf
Emulsion

and is

Scott*.!

o;i

thi

wrapper of every bottle.
Send for free sampleSCOTT & IÎOWXE,
New V'oik.
50c. and «1. all ciracists.

409 Pearl St,.

°

"There! When I get a few layers of
dirt off I'll take you to the nearest police station, and they can locate your
But I'll be hanged If I'd drag
uia
euch a connecting link as you were
through the streets.
A fresh handkerchief was sacrificed
on the altar of cleanliness, and then
Griswold started toward the door with
his unexpected charge. But here another surprise was In store for him.
The skies were overcast, and lightning
was plavlng along* the horizon. There
was nothing to do but wait till tho
storm passed by.
Griswold sank into a rocker Inι the
tiny parlor, and Mis' Brennans Kid
clambered familiarly upon his knee.
The afternoon was sultry, the lilt
head sank lower and lower on orlswold's immaculate flannel su it, and
econ a soft, even breathing filled the

quiet

room.

The storm gathered and burst, but
the child slept on. and Griswold. with
half closed eyes, lived over again the
happy days when he and she had plan-

ned and furnished the cottage.
Λ sudden flash of vivid lightning and
a shrill feminine shriek.
"Oh Mrs. Brennan, if only I had a
key we could get in here! And porches

and trees are so dangerous!
Ja«k rose to bis feet, the sleeping
child still clasped in his arms. There
For an
was η.» mistaking that voice.
Instant he hesitated, then threw open
the door.
Two women crouched In the portal.
One was middle aged and haggard her
eleeves rolled up to her elbow and her
apron tossed over her head. The other was young and dainty and far to
look upon even in her tearful fright.
rose and faced the su.lden vision

They

In the doorway.
The older woman gave a scream, half
of anger, half of Joy.
"It's me Kid! Where did ye foind
him''" Then, without waiting for reply,
she jerked the sleeping child from Uri»
wold's arms and fell to weeping and
over him in true Irish fash·

scolding

'"Ten

minutes later the storm died
down as suddenly as It hn<l risen, and
r
Mrs. Brennan and her "Kid, duly
vided with car fare, were wending thell
way toward the nearest trolley b»»e·
The younger woman still stood at he
window, staring
upon the weeda

J

niois,T>·

which hung heavy with
her fingers meehaulcall} on die
window ikiuo.
had gone over to Mrs. Brennan'i
for a shirt waist I needed," she remarked suddenly, as if she felt that an

tapped

«"

explanation

was

obligatory,

an«

I
nearly crazy about the Kid.
f,.it so sorry for her. and we kept walking and walking, and every one had
seen the little boy. they said,
was

followed

the trail till we got here

"'s|j~turno.l HUililenly nu.l

faced Orl»·
*>»»
wl)la. wl... »·»« rt'iamlilltï Ι«

The contrast between his M-lNe·
face and his generally de*
moralized attire was ludicrous.
departing "Kid" had left as men e «,»
of his short stay liberal stains of li«
rice and mud on Oris wold's soft flanm.1
lv

pleading

suit. One grimy baud had evidently
found a resting place on Jack's smooth
shaven cheek.
Meta Harris stopped laughing

exclaimed:

to that
you'd be so goodι,.,ι..,»
You've made me feel
'Kid.'
miserable
bo-so mean and Insignificant.

»Oh to think

l>o J ou
face was very sober now.
think, Jack, you could forghe me,

'"■Bless

that 'Kid!'" exclaimed Jack
they walked home In the
Meta had resolutely refused to boaid ;

as

trollev car In consideration of Jack»

soiled rsiimeut.
the little chap

"When

can

play

we

pt settled,

up here t\try

always
Me,a.
"^^ mused
would
something
"I

do

that boy
while."

said

worth

California IlnmwlBK B,'d·
The nest is about the size of half the
s
shell of a common duck's egg am
made of plant down and cobwebs, uh
u slight outside garniture of moss, being a much less compact and interestlb»» «'at of til'-'
ruby throat. It is placed on atwfc of
a cork elm. a little too high to be lookcd Into from the piazza, and in an
probability is kept in its precarious
the twig ιηκ,η whicl lt

Lis

medicine did you ?
it's a good sign for

for

nelghl>orhood.

Filially pity overcame discretion, and
Jack grasped a small band and led the
runaway toward the cottage o\er
which he had but lately been gloating
In misery. He unlocked the door and
led the culprit to the kitchen, turned
on the water and awkwardly washed
the astonished denizen of Dlgglee

position—for

Done

Never

il. iin needed in this quiet

is no thicker than an ordinary
lead |iencil—by a glutinous substance
collected by the bird from the honey
bearing flowers which it visits In se-

The little occupant—a somewhat
smaller bird than the female ruby
throat—allows herself to be observed
from the tllstnnee of four or live feet,
though iu>r attitude is one of great
alertness, and any sudden movement
on the part of her observer will immediately send her off. There is some*
thing in the position of the eye, so
far up in the head, in the long and
very slightly curved bill and in the
short up tlirti'd tail as she sits rather
hl^li in her tiny nest that is suggestive

of

a

pygmy

woodcock.—Independent

Walnut Grain.

In order to imitate walnut-grain rub
down the article to be stained without
oil, then charge a sponge with potassium permanganate and squeeze it out
again until nearly dry. With this dab
the wood, using something to protect
the hands while doing it to prevent
their being dyed brown. Next saturate
with alkanna root oil and polish lightly. Follow with another dabbing with
a well squeezed out sponge previously
saturated with a liltered solution of
best blsmnrck brown In spirit. When
this has dried for u short time, continue tli,· polishing, sprinkling on a little pumice stone and dabbing where
necessary with the sponges, as exabove. The process will produce η handsome graining.

plained

Why Eye· Are Light and Dark.
An Interesting point Is the cause of
the different shades of color we see In
the eyes. On a certain membrane In
the interior are numerous cells called
"pigment" cells. When these are present in very great numbers, they produce that deep black color of some
eyes and In proportion to their numbers decrease also the depth of color
till Anally a light blue Is reached. In

certain eyes these pigment cells do not
exist at all, being wunting, indeed, all
through th<> system, hair and skin. ▲
person of this description Is called an
albino, and among animals we find a
parallel In the case of the white rabbit—Chambers' Journal.
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Pr*prl«(«rt.
A. B. roun.

Editer· aad

atwooc.

H. H. Bis bo p.
Uni Baptist Church,
Paator. Pntchliii every SoihUt at 11 A. u.
sabbath
Evening Ser
SundaySchoolitOK.
rVse at 7 .30 p. m. Pnyer Meeting Thursday
P.M.
7
40
at
evening
Sunday School every
Universalis! Church:
Sunday at 11 a. m.
Re τ.

Mrs. A. B. Greene of Revere, Mass., is
Τ κ κ Μ β$1 Λ» a y ear If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise li'JU s year. Single copie· 4 oents. visiting Mrs. M. A. Greene.
An interesting missionary concert,
Adtektisbmuit* :— AU legal advertisements
ut given three consecutive Insertions tor #1 JO
largely by the children, was given at the
contracte
in
of
column.
Special
l>er Inch
length
Baptist church Sunday evening.
mail· with local, transient and yearly advertisThere will be no preaching service at
er·.
the
Universalis church for the next two
New type, fast presses, «team
Jus fBorruo
and
k>w
η
Sundays.
or
km
w
price·
power, experienced
Miss Mildred Parlin is at home from
combine to make this department of our busld«m complete and popular.
Portland for a vacation, and is accompanied by a friend.
It is desired to acknowledge the gift
I1KULE COPIE».
the UniversalSingle Copie· of the Democrat are four cent· of three loads of wood for
of
on
be
mailed
by
will
each. They
receipt price
is! church, two from Miss Cushman and
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
one from Mr. Hubbard.
jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
The rules of the Paris Hill Library
•ale at the following place· In the County :
Par Un'» Drug Store.
South 1'arU,
Association have been printed, and a
Store.
Shurtleff '» Drug
copy will be given to each registered
Noyes* Drug Store.
Norway,
borrower.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Λ Ifred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleid,
A Westbrook Seminary item in the
Office.
Insurance
A.
F.
Lewie,
FTyeburg,
Portland Press of Wednesday is as folMr*. Harlow, Poet Office.
Parle Hill,
lows: 'One of the swellest suppers held
Samuel T. W bite.
West l'art·,
at Westbrook Seminary for a long time
was the
one given by several of the
Miss
Court
Oxford
young ladies and lady teachers in
Pansy Tufts' room in Hersey Hall last
evening. The spread consisted of cold
Officers for
and
meats, salads, olives, fruits, fancy cakes,
candies and cocoa. All the young ladies

County

Directory

County

1901-2.

were

becomingly gowned."

EAST SUMNER.
Lillian Carv. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry W. Bonney, died on Sunday
Second Tuesday of March.
the li'th inst., from an attack
moruing,
<
>ctober.
of
Second Tuesday
of membraneous croup, aged 5 years, 8
months.
Probate
Kev. T. D. Da vies has removed to Walcott, Vt., we hear, and the CongregaAt Sostk Pari·.
tional church at East Sumner is again
Third Tuesday of each month except August.
without a pastor. This is the centennial
At Frysberg.
vear of the church as it was organized
rij η Tuesdays of June and December.
in 1802.
Col. W. T. Eustis of Dixtield has been
At Rmafcwd FaJ's.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tue»<lay engaged to address the G. A. R. Post on
of Mav. third Tuesday of August, second Tues- Memorial Day at East Sumner.
day or November.
We learn that Rev. B. F. Turner is to
at the Baptist church on Wedpreach
Commissioners.
Court of
nesday evenings following the Sabbath
At South Paris.
that he is not here.

Supreme

Judicial Court.

Court.

County

Regular sessions Second Tuesdav of May.
Last Tuesday of
Ftrst Tuesday of September.
December.

Commissioners.

County

Joha M Phllhrook, Chairman,
«'onsthan Bartlctt,
Randall L. Taylor,

Bethel,
East Stoneham.

Mexico

County Officers.

Charles F. Whitman, South Parts, Cl'k of Courts.
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park. Bethel.
J. Hastings Bean,South Parts. Regtstêrof l>ecds.

Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
Register of l>eeds, (Western District.)
Addleon K. Herrtck. Bethel, Judge of Probate.
Albert D. Park. South Paris, Register of Probate.
George M. .Vtwood, South Parle. County Treas.
James R. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer.

Deputy Sheriffs.

Henry E. Hammond, Crier,
James L. Parker,

Thaddeus Cross,
Albert P. Bassett,
Cyrus M. Wormell,
George G. Shirley,
Edgar L. Flint,
James W. Chapman,
Walter C. Bassett,
Don A. Gates,
Konello A. Barrows,
A. F. Warren,
Harris L. Elliott,
John F. Davis,
Milton Penley,
Fre<l A. Porter.
Addison E. Holt,

Part·.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.
Bethel.
Kryeburg.

East Hiram.
Porter.
Lovell.
Dtxfleld.
Canton.
Buckfleld.
Rumford Falls.

Brldgton.

Bethel.
Rumford Falls.
Waterford.
Bryant's Pond.

Wellington Bird,

COMING EVENTS.
Jan ·>.—Rev. Clarence K. FU>emian, Field Sec
retary of United Society of Christian En
deavor at Soutli Paris.
Jan. 29—Lecture by Rev. Ε Ο. Thayer, D. D..
Methodist church. South Paris.
Subject,
"
"l>olng One's Best
Feb. 1 —Teachers' convention. Rum fort Falls.
Feb. 4.—Oxford Pomona
Grange, Bryant's
Pond.
Feb. 4 —Clerks' ball, Norwav
Feb. S.—Lecture bv Rev. Smith Baker. D. D.,
Methodlit church. South Parts.
Subject,
"The Use of Art."

MEXICO.

Walter A. Wood (not the mowing
chine manufacturer) has moved into the
chambers of Fred Furbish's house.
Henry Raymond of Upton came here
for men to work in the woods in Andover Surplus or near there, Tuesday,
reaching his sister's, Mrs. B. F. Virgin's,
about 0 r. m.
Before 8 p. m. he had secured Alfred Bushley, Albert Bernard
ami Myers, the number he wanted to
employ. He is paying choppers 828 a
month and board.
Early Wednesday morning it commenced to rain and for 12 hours without
"let up" it continued to rain. Several
inches of snow had fallen before it commenced to rain, both the old and new
snow took in water like a sponge and before noon travel on foot or with teams
ma-

was

nearly suspended.

Edgar and Osmon Henry from South
Paris moved into Mexico Tuesday. J.
F. Henry and Bert Foster hauled their
household goods.
The two families
have moved into the double tenement
house known as the Bennett House. The
men with the teams were forced to remain here Wednesday by the heavy rain.
Lyman Gilpatrick, one of the young
men hoarding at H. W. Park's, has had
a severe time since Saturday, the 18th
inst.. with mumps, suffering severe pain
during the first days of last week. He
was much improved the 23d inst., and
will be all right in a few days.
WEST BETHEL

"He who labors to the cauee of Right
Strtves to help bin fellow man ;
What thou iloeet. Ίο with all thy might;
Life le but a span."
"First perform thine own <1uty.
Then judge thou thy brother-man
Life 1» more full of beauty.
If one <loee the beet he 'can."

presented

gational

PARIS HILL.

AT WOOD A FORBES,
G comb M.

IN AU

BETHEL.
Monday, Rev. Arthur Varley returned
from Winslow and has spent a few days
in Bethel. Friday, he returned to his
parish. The gentlemen of the Congregahim
parish of Bethel

;

with an elegant new sleigh.
The mumps have appeared among the
pupils of the academy.
The rain left safer traveling for teams
than pedestrians.
Miss Joan Stearns is visiting in Boston.
Friday, the town schools closed for
the year, and general satisfaction is expressed by parents and supervisor.
Thursday public exercises were held in
the several rooms in the brick building

which

were so

well arranged and carried

out that no one can doubt the good work
done by both pupils and teachers.
Thursday evening a dance was given
by the young gentlemen. Fifty couples
engaged in the dance. Music was
The Nezinscot Literary Club was enfurnished by the Bethel Orchestra with
Munson.
Walter Stearns of Norway leader and tertained Tuesday by Mrs. H. C.
Ellis Whitman drove a pair of 3-yearMiss Kuth King pianist.
this week that
Friday morning Mr. Ira Jordan receiv- old steers into the village
ed news of the death of his sister, Mrs. weighed 37(10 pounds.
The Nezinscot History Club met with
Moses Mason, of West Bethel.
The following having received highest Mrs. A. F. Warren Tuesday.
rank in declamation for the year have
OXFORD.
been chosen to take part in the prize
Lodge, K. of P., bad an oyster
Craigie
of
term
the
of
close
at
the
speaking
and entertainment Wednesday,
Gould Academy: Fenwicke Holmes, supper
The officers for the presladies' night.
Edith Hastings, Guy Barker, Carrie
are as follows:
ent
Wright, Chester Bean, Bessie Andrews, C. quarter
C.—L. D. Brown.
Gotthard Carlson, Ruth King, Edwin
V. C —D. M. Petenon.
Hutchins, Agnes Barton, Everett Brown,
P.-F. A. Smith.
M. of W.—Orln Steven·.
Florence Mercier. Alternates: Victor
K. of R. and 8.—H. L. Chandler.
Emma
Arthur Watson,

Gehring,

Morse,

M. of F.-W. E. rarrls.

Flora Rollins.
M of E.-F. A. Delano.
M. at A —T. M. Colton.
The students of the academy will hold
I. G.-H. A. Blake.
a minstrel show and fair March 28.
O. G.—W. A. Bean.
Mrs. J. B. Chapman was called to
B. of G.—F. A. Delano.
AU.—Ε B Jl'laon.
Rockland last Saturday by the death of
W. Lord.
Trustee—F.
her sister, wife of Judge Fogler.
It is understood that a Pythian SisterMr. Arthur Bunting, our station agent,
has been transferred to Groveton, Ν. H., hood is to be organized here.
Ten people from this place attended
and Mr. Fred P. Chandler has been
transferred from Bryant Pond to Bethel. Sousa's Band concert at Lewiston MonJan. 30, the first of a series of three day evening.
Mrs. Chas. Robinson and Mrs. Frank
entertainments, to be given by the
Christian Endeavorers, will be given in Keene are both quite sick.
The Parsonage Society met on ThursOdeon Hall when Bethel people will once
more have the pleasure of listening to day afternoon with Mrs. H. H. Hall.
the Lotus Quartette with Mrs. Minnie
BROWNFIELD.
Gove reader.
A heavy rain Wednesday, causing conA good number of the village people
The
attended the church fair and sale at siderable damage to the Seaveys.
ice and water tilled the yard to the
Newry Corner Friday evening.
house occupied by Mr. David Seavey
RUM FORD FALLS.
The family were taken to
and family.
Mr.
Albert M. Miller of Portland has leased his son's home, Milton Seavey'e.
Hotel Ruraford and will take possession David Seavey is quite sick.
Feb. 1st. Mr. Miller was clerk at the
Mrs. Mary Wallace from New HampPreble House and last summer was head shire is visiting her sister, Mrs. L.
clerk at the Fabyan House.
Seavey.
Schools have closed in this village.
LOCKE'S MILLS.
Miss Linna Frink spent a few days at
Saturday afternoon, the 18th, as W. her home.
She has returned to het
H. Farnliam was crossing the railroad work in Portland.
track near the depot an engine that was
Richard Rounds has gone to Lynn,
standing near, but out of sight as he Mass., to work.
drove on, blew off steam, frightening
Reuben Linscott has bought a highhis horse and causing him to run. Cadpriced horse. High trader.
die Estes, a young girl, was in the road,
Mr. and. Mrs. Charles Lane, who have
and was struck by the team, it throwing lost their little
girl, have the sympathy
her down, but not seriously injuring her. of all.
A fortunate escape from instant death.
DENMARK.
The railroad and highway at this crossMiss Minnie Harnden is reported af
ing need attention.
Edith Emery is at home from Bethel quite sick.
for a week's vacation.
Mr. Henry Holland was severely hurt
Mabel Cole has been working for Mrs. by a tree falling upon him while at
Owen Demeritt for the past few weeks. work in the woods for Mr. Fon Bilton a
Geo. Cross was up from Lewiston a few days ago. The scalp upon the right
few days recently.
side of the head was torn off. He was
Mark Lapliam is back in the mill again attended by Dr. Butler.
at his old job.
Miss Ethel Hilton has accepted a
D. D. Cross had the misfortune while situation as teacher in a
school in
breaking up hay to have a piece hit him Charleston, S. C., and left for that place
in his eye, making a bad and painful Wednesday morning.
wound.
Mr. Leon II. Ingalls has been quite
Austin Whitman of Paris was in the sick since bis return from Boston.
Mr. George W. Gray has been confined
place last week looking after cows.
Alec Melvin is working at the mill to the bouse the past week by sickness.
and boards with Mrs. Frank Estes.
Mrs. Herbert Wentworth and baby are
Woodbury Cummings is at home from reported as being sick.
weeks
has
some
Paris where he
been for
SOUTH HIRAM.
trying to help in the movement towards
Mrs. Sarah Martin, widow of the late
a
church at
Universalist
establishing
Stephen Martin, is very eick at this
South Paris.
Dea. Samuel Cummings is better of
his rheumatism, so that he is able to go
out of doors a little.

SWEDEN.
The severe rain of Wednesday took
all
the snow and bare
away nearly
ground is visible to quite an extent in
the fields. Thursday seemed like an
April day. Evidently the crows think
our winter is to be a mild one as several
are seen every few days.
During the rain of Thursday a live
frog was picked up in the middle of the
street near S. L. Plummer's. Where did
it come from?
Bertha Holden is visiting friends at
Manchester, Ν. II.
Alice Perry closes
her school at
Locke's Mills Jan. 24.
Joseph W. Perry is surveying timber
at Keazar River for several parties who
are hauling there.

The town schools close this week.
The fall rains were late in coming, but
the January thaw reached here on time.
Mrs. Uattie A. Grover was visited last
week by her sister, Mrs. Addie Lapham,
Whips.
Hamburg* and Insertions.
and daughter, of Bethel Hill.
"Trniw au·· ouifc Jia: k tuwu.
John Lewis, of North Waterford, has
Please Remember.
Everv Young Man.
been staying a few days with friends in
Just Received.
this village.
Statement Phœnlx Insurance Co.
Statement National Fire Insurance Co.
Spring is drawing near. Crows are
Probate Notices.
cawing, and Hies and mosquitoes have
3 Notices of Appointment
been seen this week.
Hood Farm Keme<lies.
The heavy fall of rain Wednesday
Bankruptcy Notice.
Belgian Hares.
made bad traveling, but we still have
Libellant for Divorce.
enough snow on the roads.
Mrs. A. J. Haskell was recently visitMcKINLEY MEMORIAL FUND.
ed by her mother, brother and youngest
WILSON'S MILLS.
Hon. Waldo Pettengill, member of sister of North
The Misses Daisy and Lilian Oakes oi
Norway.
the
McKinley Memorial Committee
A. P. Mason received a letter last
Rangeley are at work at Flint's Hotel.
for Oxford County, submits the follow- week from his brother John, from whom
A. W. Bennett has been hauling wood
ing list of subscribers to this fund from he had not heard for eleven years. He forC. T. Fox the past week.
the towns of Hanover, Lovell, Kumford is a miner, and is
in
the
winter
Peter Littlehale, who is driving the
spending
Falls, Bryant's Pom! and Norway, to- Seattle, Washington.
ox team for E. S. Bennett, was called
gether with the total amount from each
home Saturday by the illness of his
HIRAM.
town:
infant child.
The doctor pronounced it
Mrs.
Daniel
W.
Pierce
has
been
on
a
Buorn.
pneumonia.
visit
to
her
Allen
M.
at
Bosson,
O. P. Russell.
Pierce,
Geo. A. Virgin.
At the January election of Mt. Dustin
E. P. Smith.
Charles B. Frost.
ton, some three weeks.
were
the following officers
J. R Howard.
Geo L. Smith.
has bought Grange
S.
Watson
Benjamin
G. C. Barker.
Β. I.. Russell.
chosen:
A.
Martin's
at
stand
East
Hiram.
F R. Simpson.
Scott H. HoweEugene
M.—E. 8. Bennett.
Arthur G. Howe,
W. Ç. Holt.
As we write this our open lire is burnO.—D. Cameron.
K.'lson IIay ford.
S. R. Howe.
a stick from an old dead apple tree
Lec —Mr». D.Cameron.
ing
H. B. Dyer.
G. H. Duran.
Chap.—H. W. Ftckett.
that has stood on Mountain View Farm
E. C. Holt.
A. C. Wight.
Treae.—Mre. Ida Flint.
Elmer E. Howe.
Ebenezer H. Barker.
in three centuries, the farm having been
Sec.—B. A. Storey.
W.S.Howe.
Otis Havford.
G. K-—J.8. Wilson.
settled by Daniel Barton in June, 1783.
Total amount. #3.77.
Cere·—Mr·. Lois York.
Master Kay Staples stood at the head
Pomona— If. S. Flint.
KORWAT.
of all his classes in Dist. No. 1 on WedFlora—Mr·. Delia Leavltt.
F. W Sant.orn.
Wm. E. Jones.
the moisture preventing the attendL. A. S—A. L. Flint.
day,
W. W. Whit marsh.
Moses P. Stiles.
ance of all other pupils.
Miss C. E. Angell.
S. Β. & Ζ. S. Prince.
A. E. Andrew*.
NORTH STONEHAM.
Wm.C. I.eavltt
J. E. Stuart and others are preparing
Harry Rust Poet, No. M. C. B. Cummlngs A Son·. 1I to bring out a drama at the K. of P. hall
Billy Maines from Windham and a
Waldo Nash.
A.S.Kimball.
in aid of the free public library building. Mr. Woodbury from Sweden were at
M. J. Bangs
E. P. Stone.
V It Ian W. Hills.
Thomas Smiley.
Our leading Grangers
attended a Wm. Gammon's Tuesday.
Shoe
Store.
RMlon.
E.
C.
Smiley
Willis McKeen attended the Odd FelPomona meeting at West Baldwin, WedJ. A. Roberto.
Erseland Howe.
E. H. Noyes.
nesday afternoon. They have a new lows Lodge at No. 4, Lovell, Saturday
L. I. Gilbert.
A.M. Rollins.
C. N. Tubbs A Son.
grange of some seventy-five members. night.
E. R. Taylor.
D. Martin Dale.
J. C. Sawyer has finished hauling
Success to them.
Chas G. Mason.
Frank S Wal<lron.
Mr. C. G. Kidlon is recovering from timber at East Stoneham, and will go to
H. B. Foster
GuS E. Tubbs.
A. E. Monahan.
McAllister
work hauling pine for
C. P- Harne·.
his recent illness.
NKW

A

D

V

KKTISKM ESTS.

C. E. Holt.
A. J. Stearns.
F L. Τ Beck.
B. S. Rldeout.
Thaddeus Crosa.
C. H. Downing.
Geo. W. Wins low.
Total amount, 921.70.
Kl'MFORD

Waldo Pettengill.

FALLS.

George D. Blsbee.
Chas. J. Bujold.
Ered A. Porter.
C. A. Berry.

on

Rev. Seth B. Chase, a retired clergy- sick.
Dairymen have been very busy of late
man, died Monday, the 10th, at Rocky
A large amount has been
Hill, Conn., at the age of 83.
He was a securing ice.
into Hebron from Lowell's Pond
hauled
son of Peter Chase and a native of this
and other places.
place.
Baker and H. B. Phillips are yarding
Uncle David Young of this place, who
out their wood, that has not yet been
was 97 years old
Thanksgiving week, sold
and hauled.
has since his birthday sawed five cords
The young people are anticipating a
of wood.
He is straight as an ,rarrow,
and though his hearing is slightly im- fine time on their skates as eoon as the
Deacon Fuller's
ice becomes solid.
paired, he reads without glasses.
meadow has been well patronized this
season.

HEBRON

President White of Colby preached
here Sunday.
Wednesday, Jan. 22d, was observed af
Founders' Day, being the anniversary oi
the birth of Deacon Wm. Barrows. Rev,
Dr. Blanchard of Portland gave an address in the evening on the Study ol

History.

Judge Bonney

was

present

and Wednesday. A large number attended the services on both days.
The heavy rain Wednesday carried oil
nearly all the snow, and wagons are
now seen.
Before the rain the sleighing
was of the very best.
We are glad to report that the sick
Arthur George is
are all improving.
now out and able to attend to his work.
Much ice has been harvested the past
few weeks.
Mrs. Ernest Sturtevant is in New
Hampshire visiting her mother.
WEST BUCKFIELD.
Mrs. Emma Bonney is at Buckfield
take
care of Mrs.
Pearson and
helping
Ethel.
Gertrude Bonney is at work in the
shoe shop at Norway.
May Bradbury is able to attend school

again.

Clarence Googins and Ethel Bradbury
up from Turner Centre Sunday.
Wm. Harlow and Harry are hauling
pine, spruce and fir for Thomas Bradwere

bury.

Harry Harlow has finished working

for T.
Gus

Bradbury.

CENTER LOVELL.
J. E. Stearns.
J am eu C. Stearns.

CENTER LOVKLL SCHOOL.
Ered W. Brown.
Don Eastman.
Ralph Charles.
Alice Eastman.
Joséphine Β. Stearns. Raymond E. Stearns.
Fred D. Kimball.
Eckley W. Stearns.
Herbert C. McKeen.
Freeman Stearns.
Carl A. Earnham.
George W. Garland.
Chas. M. Earrington.
Chas. E. Stanford
Total amount, 92-00.

PERSONAL.
State Master Gardner of the Maine
State Grange baa appointed as county
deputies for Oxford County, Ο. M.
Richardson of Canton and H. L. Lowell
of Bolster's Mills.
▲n excellent portrait in oils of Ex·
Governor Sidney Perham of Paris, recently finished by Mrs. L. II. Clarke of
Mechanic Falls, has been hung in the
state house in Angusta, where are several of the portrait* executed by Mra..

j

Mr. and Mrs. Will Redding visited at
Frank Kimball's Jan. 19.
Will Dunham of Lynn, Mass., visited
lis parents and brother last week.
Mrs. Carl Dunham has gone to Bethel
» visit her sister, and Mrs. Martha AnIrews is keeping house for Mr. Dunham.
Rev. and Mrs. Seth Benson and Mr.
ind Mrs. A. D. Andrews and child visted at F. L. Barrett's in Sumner Jan. 21.
Mrs. Carrie Page returned to Lewis ton
tan. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Dunham visited at
\ ▲. Crawford's one day last week.
Mrs. Loretta Churchill visited at Ε. E.
'ield's Jan. lb and 19.
Phin Curtis is visiting his parents this
reek.
Mr. T. G. Jennings of North Wayne.
rho is general agent for the American
Lgricultural Chemical Company, was at
1 ι. E. Field'· Jan. 88.
t

consumption.

DICKVALE.
Mrs. Mary J. Andrews is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. W. S. Farrar, in Hartford.
C. L. Mathews had his yearling Hereford steers weighed this week.
They
He
tipped the beam at 1064 pounds.
also lias a good pair coming three years.
Mrs. Whitney of Dixfield is working
for Mrs. Leon Grant.
PERU.

GRAFTON.
A warm, spring-like morning
rain.
Paul Putnam is quite siok with the
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Brooks recently
His housekeeper, Miss Grace
visited their daughter, Mrs. Floyd grippe.
Taylor, has come back after a visit of
Searles, in Andover.
several weeks with friends in Boston.
Miss Mertle Brooke is attending school
Ina Hutchins of Bethel is done workin Andover.
for Mrs. F. P. Putnam, and is stopMrs. Fred Decker and little daughter ing
ping with her aunt, Fannie Bartlett, at
Marguerite, who have been staying with the
Corner.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Otis,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Clark had a sothe past year, went to Berlin, Ν. H., last
ciable Saturday evening, Jan. 18th, for
Saturday where she will go to house- the benefit of the school league. Cake
keeping.
and coffee were served and all enjoyed
The circle met with Mrs. Farrar last
the mueic, dancing and cards. About
rhursday.
were present and nearly three
Our library has just received a gift of thirty-five
dollars were realized. These sociables
from Andover
K)
volumes
public will be held
every week or two weeks.

library.

O. A. Back is at G. A. Otis' with hia

lay pre··.

Woodlawn,

which it will be
future.
The rain Wednesday took the ice out
of the river the third time this winter.
Owing to the bad traveling the circle
at Mr. Poor's did not materialize.

The Andover Manufacturing Co. are
running their mill full blast, and are
prepared to turn out some good stock.
GREENWOOD.

The rain Wednesday was not so heavy
as the one which occurred on the 15th
of December, although its duration was
about the same, and it carried off more

It must have
than half of the snow.
been an unwelcome storm to those who
were hauling wood of divers kinds, and
their name is legion.
admit that the muskAnd now
rats acted
wisely in building their
houses bo high, and that they are guided
by an unerring instinct in that kind of
work—just as the birds of passage are
in leaving here and going to a more congenial climate on the approach of winter.
The illustrated calendar has come to
stay, and is justly welcome in every
house; and those who happen to have
two hung up side of each other, and the
largest kind made, ought to know pretty
And two such
near how time is going.
ones are now hung up here in the
One of them also gives the
kitchen.
phases of the moon, so that all can see
at a glance whether she is waxing or

they

waning.

Those who had ice cut and hauled out
the surface, before the rain, found it
badly honeycombed, and some of it

on

nearly worthless.
It is a real treat to hold conversation
with aged people, providing they are
We met
intelligent and talkative.
"Uncle" Stephen Rowe in Andrews'
store at the Pond the other' day, and
were glad to find him in that position.
Mr. Rowe was born July 4th, 1815, and
is therefore well advanced in his 87th

He says there is only one man in
year.
town older than himself, and that is
Mr.
Crosby Curtis, aged about 90.
Rowe belonged to a family of thirteen
children, and he now has only one
brother and two sisters living.
Near by is a monthly rose bush, containing a half expanded rose, while
near by, is a fly crawling on the window,
which is another proof that the last fly
isn't yet dead. One can almost imagine
that such objects at thie time of year,
tend to soften the rigor of winter just a
little—say the fraction of a degree at
least.
Gladys Titus passed away on Tuesday
and was buried at Bryant Pond on
Thursday afternoon. Divine services
conducted by Rev. Mr. Brown, whose
address was well adapted, not only to
the mourners, but also to the congregation at large.

I

AH of the young people
ball at the Corner Jan. 10th.
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"GBEAT AMERICAN DEBERT."

Greeley, Col., Jan. 1,1902.
Editor Democrat :
A few days since I bought a hundred
pound sack of excellent granulated beet
sugar at 15.50, which was manufactured
at Loveiand, a little northern Colorado
town about 25 miles to the westward of
us and not very far from the base of
Long's Peak. When I was a child I remember seeing an atlas with a map of

once

everything.

Colorado beets have yielded twenty-two
and even twenty-four per cent of sugar.
That is, a ton of the sugar beets trimmed
for the factory and with a generous slice
of the top of the beet cut off and retain-

ed in the field—a ton of prepared beets
for which the beet farmer may have rereceived five dollars when delivered at
the factory would yield in these exceptional cases 440 pounds of the best of
sugar, which at the price I have just paid
for my sack of sugar would be worth
924.20. Verily that looks as if there
were profit in owning and running a
beet sugar-mill. I understand that beets
seldom yield less than 12 per cent of
sugar, and at that rate there would be
240 pounds to the ton, worth at the retail price $13.20.
We have heard of late, rumors that
the captains of the cane sugar industry
were about to commence a war upon the
raisers of beet sugar and that there
would be an attempt made to destroy
this promising industry. We shall see
what we shall see.
Now if a man keeps his ears and eyes
open he can hear and see some strange
things about beet sugar making. One
will tell you that the great factory at
Grand Island, Neb., did a prosperous
r—
λ
it
t.
»

by editor Ο. H. Downey, of Churubusco, Ind. "I wish to state," he
write·, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption is the most infallible
remedy that I have ever known for
Coughs, Colds and Grippe. It's invaluable to
people with weak lungs. Having
made

this wonderful medicine no one need
dread Pneumonia or Consumption. Its
relief is instant and cure certain." F.
A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway, guarantee every
attended the 50c and 91.00 bottle, ana give trial bot·

ties free.

will be

seen

present

At the

working
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tbe beet
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time
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Ab I have
mentioned,
principal fodder crop of this region is alfalfa,

which, twenty

years ago war scarcely
The Roman armies found
it in Asia and used it as a fodder for
their numerous army horses. They then
introduced it into ancient Gaul, and the
early Spanish explorers started it in
Mexico. It luxuriated in California and
introduced here has proved of untold
that
value to farmers with the
it often cause· bloat in cattle (but not in
horses) ending in suffocation and death.
The average price in the stack is about
three dollars a ton, but yesterday loads
were driven into town at seven dollars a
ton, delivered. This uunjual price of
hay and grain is discouraging our cattle
raisers this winter, and cattle are changing hands quite frequently and at a rathur low price for stock cattle; but the
price of good beef is still skyward, the
beat loin steaks selling at 15 to 18 cents a
pound, and dressed hogs are bringing 8
cents per pound.
Since sitting down to write this letter

heard of here.

exception

I hear that m

soon as

Chocolate see that
the pack&ge bears
or

ning the engine at the beet sugar plant,
the power being used to run an immense
mixer and roller that prepares the cement that is used in the foundation.
Olivkr Howard.
JOHN'S LETTER.

Both races were

causes.

vigorous offshoots of the same English
stock, arrived first in point of time, and
impressed their characteristics on the
younger societies springing up around

them. Each was dominant in its section.
New England controlled the North from
the Atlantic to the Lakes, and Virginia
the South to the Mississippi. The Virginians have been described as aristocrats and slaves of church and king;
but the aristocrats were amqng the first
to proclaim that all inen were created
equal; the bigots overthrew their
church; and the slaves of the king first
cast off his authority, declared Virginia
an
independent commonwealth, and
were foremost in establishing a republic.
To unravel these apparent contradictions it is necessary to understand the
people, and to do so we must go close to
them and study the men of every class:
the ruttied planter in his great manorhouse or rolling in his coach, the small
landholder in his plain dwelling, the
parish minister exhorting in his pulpit,
the 'New Light' preacher declaiming in
the fields, the rough waterman of the
Chesapeake, the hunter of the Blue
Ridge, and beneath all, at the base of
the social pyramid, the indented servant
To have a just
and the African slave.
conception of these me», we must see
them in their daily lives, going about
their daily occupations among their
The fancied
friends and neighbors.
dignity of history must be lost sight of.
in contact
must
come
student
The
discover
with the actual Virginians,
their habits and prejudices; how they
dressed and amused themselves on the
race course or at the cock fight; see
them at church in their high-backed
pews, while the parson reads his homily;
or listen to them discussing the last act
If
of Parliament at the County Court.
this study is conscientiously pursued, the
Virginians of the past will cease to be
wooden figures; they will become flesh
and blood and we shall understand the
men and what they performed."
And that is what John Esten Cooke
He has made living men of
has done.
And as they
those shadowy shapes.
enter upon the stage, play their part,
and better than they knew, and make
their final exit, you don't feel a little
bit like "going out to see a man," till
the curtain is rung down, and you don't
care a continental if Eben doesn't get
John.
round till after the Fourth.
THE SECRET

OUR PREPARATIONS YIELD THE
MOST AND BEST FOR THE MONEY

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.

help

enj >y

can

Men's, Youths', Boys' Suits, marked down

We have marked these very low.
You do.
We don't need them.
Call and let us give you prices.

Work Coats, Lamb Coats, Underwear.
on these are such that
to purchase for next
afford
you
winter if you don't need them now.

Our

ODD TROUSERS for work or dress are included in th's marlcdown.
Remember we guarantee satisfaction or your money refunded.

drug

Every
Young Man

wishes to achieve

4.IIU

succès».

The aspiration

one,

promiscuously.

Effort, moreover, to lead to success, must bo
wisely directed.
To attain that wisdom which will direct effort

issue,

to a successful

the young man

Should Read

what others have done and are doing, study their
methods, and learn to profit both by their sucand their mistakes.
In his search for wisdom he will soon learn that
in this age of close competition, the successful

cesses

judicious

the

business man is

persistent

and

Ile will therefore make

advertiser.

a

study

of

advertising in all its phases.
To study advertising most successfully he will
require the best text-book. This he will soon
learn is

Ink,

Printers'

journal for advertisers," which has been aptly
termed "The Little Schoolmaster in the Art of

world of

1VIIICUJ

NEVER

ACHE.

trouble.

Use

lllitt

nu;j;j;uu

lb

Advertising."
It is published weekly by Geo. P. Rowei.l
& Co., 10 Spruce St., New York, at $") per year.
An advertUtng expert of national reputation hae caM :
American advertising 1· the beet In the world; Γι<ΐΝΤΚΚβ'
Ink has made It what It le."

"
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Hood Farm Remedies.
Most Successful in the Treatment of all
Diseases of Stock—Prepared by C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass., and Originated
by Mr. Hood, who is both a Thoroughly
Educated Pharmacist and a lari:e Owner
and Experienced Breeder of Fine Stock
-In Constant Use at Hood Farm When
Required Different Remedies for Different Diseases.

Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure
(Improved Schmidt Treatment Complete). A positive cure. Saves the most
valuable cows. Can be successfully administered after cow is unconscious. No
previous experience needed. $2.50.
Hood Farm Abortion Cure
For cows that have previously aborted
and those that show signs of abortion.
Strengthens the organs to hold fœtus.
$1 and $2.50.

Hood Farm Breeding Powder
For injecting cows after abortion, where
they do not clean, are irregular, and
when they fail to breed. $1 and $2.50.
Hood Farm Flexible Injection Tube.
for administering, 75 cents.

Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure
Promptly checks scours. Has cured 85
per cent, in some herds. $1 and $2.50.
Hood Farm Digestive Powder ($1 and
$2.50) should be used with Scour Cure.
Hood Farm Condition Powders
Best conditioner on the market. Make
horses eat, and do more work on less
feed. Exoellent for cows and growing
stock. Make hens lay. 25c., 50c. and $1.
For man or beast. Great external remedy for sprains, swellings, lameness, inMakes
flammation, colds, distemper.
splendid body wash for trotting horses.
25c., 50c., $1 and $2.

Hood Farm Garget Cure

$1 and $250. Hood Farm Salve, $1.
Hood Farm Hoo Powders, for the prevention and cure of hog cholera and to

keep hogs healthy, $1.
Large sizes are most economical to

use.

FOR SALE BY

A. SHURTLEFF &
South Pari·, Me.

Belgian

CO.,

Hares.

have got a few flrat-claea Belgian Hares
which I will sell for $1.00 per pair.
PERCY P. ALLEN.
South Paris, Maine.

For Sale.

Enough

Cood
The
a

!
public

Trust has made the

Sugar

New Year's Gift.

present basis of

While the
maintained

cost is

shall sell

we

pounds of
Granulated Sugar for $1.00!
20

your Buckets.

Bring in

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

N.

South Paris, Maine.
Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Childran.

Tbi Kind You Have Alwajs Bought
REMEMBER

PLEASE

THAT

Feb 4th and 5th

Hood Farm Liniment

I

worthy

does not lavish her treasures

Mrs. N. A. Webster of Winnie, Va., she
writes "Dr. King's New Life Pills wholly
cured me of sick headaches I had sulTured from for two years." Cure Headache,
Constipation, Biliousness. 25 cents at
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
Noyes Drug Store, Norway, drug stores.

F.

worldly

and deserves to be encouraged.
Fortune
Success conies only through effort.

is a

stores.

Never endure this
UUl/O

NORWAY.

2 STORES.

SOUTH PARIS.

Eruptions, Salt Rheum,

SHOULD

HEADS

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

Boils and Felons; removes Corns and
Warts. Best Pile cure on earth. Only
25 cents at at F. A. Shurtleff A Co's.,
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor
way,

prices

can

comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
kills pain from Burns, Scalds, Cuts,
Bruises; conquers Ulcers, and Fever
cures

$4.

Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers, Fur Coats.

COMFORT.
a

$10.
$S.
$6.

From $15, $14, $13, $12 to
From $10 to
From $8.50, $8, $7.50 to
From $6, $5 to

"a

daily finding

can

you to save without

OF LONG LIFE

NEW CENTURY

Wow.

the future if you save in the present, and we
lessening the value of what you buy.
Our winter stock must be sold before the spring stock arrives.
You

druggists.

Sores;

Money
By Buying

You'll Save

Malaria. Vigorous health and strength
always follow their use. Only 50 cents
guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlefî & Co.,
South Par's; Noycs Drug Store, Nor-

are

STORES.

BLUE

Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, purify the
blood, and give a splendid appetite.
They work wonders in curing Kidney
Troubles, Female Complaints, Nervous
Diseases, Constipation, Dyspepsia, and

Millions

D0RCHE8TER, MASS.

Established 1780

Consists in keeping all the main organs of the body in healthy, regular
action, and in quickly destroying deadly
disease germs. Electric Bitters regulate

way,

Trade-mark

our

captivating stranger has appeared
in our midst, and the women folks are
just wild to get an introduction to him.
We haven't even got a passing glimpse
A

buy Cocoa

When you

G rover

Donovan, my nepbew, named for bis
grandfather, George W. G rover, of West
Bethel, Oxford County, Maine, is run-

remarked that there is sugar in al- from natural

Said he: "There is
sugar in my old boot." Perhaps there
is no more sugar in sunlit Colorado than
in old Maine; but the great number of
sunny days in Colorado and the applying of irrigating waters to the beet fields
while the sun is still shining, do the
business. The experte tell us how the
sugar is formed in the leaves of the
beets and when everything is promising
for a deposition of a large percentage of
sugar in the beets, several days of
drenching rains, such as are not uncomhave the effect
mon in the middle west,
of driving nearly all the sugar out of the
beets so that they would not be worth
the trouble of putting through the
factories.
Cases have been known where the
most

uuoiuvno

FINDS WAY TO LIVE LONG.
The startling announcement of a Discovery that will surely lengthen life is

men

factory.

the United States, and this region where of his back sides.
His name is Eben
they are now turning out the best Holden. Eben "takes" and is taken—
of granulated sugar, sometimes more pretty soon after the library door swings
than a hundred pound sack a minute, open. They say that Eben is a "corker."
was designated as "The Great American We can wait until he swings around the
Desert." I was taught in my boyhood circle, and with all the patience for
days that this section must forever re- which we are noted.
main a barren wast·, and here we are
While others are getting acquainted
now selling this same land turned into a with Eb, we are this week making the
kind of Garden of Eden at one hundred acquaintance of scores of actors that
dollars per acre and often for much tripped it behind the footlights of the
more than that.
Verily we have but a Virginia stage 300 years ago, more or
very faint idea of what this great coun- less.
Tragedy and comedy, acted well
try of ours is capable of doing under the and acted ill. How quickly the scenes
Not long to wait between
are shifted!
intelligent labor of man.
To digress, the state of Wyoming is the acts—in the book.
Wonderfully
going, one day, to astonish the world not well written. Holds you fascinated till
only with her gigantic fossils but with the curtain falls. While we read we
her coal and iron, gold and silver, build- have no use and no desire for Eben. It
ing stone, soda, gypsum and lubricating knocks the spots off of Eben, I wouldn't
and illuminating oils and many other wonder.
We have received more inthings. Perhaps this century will wit- struction. and a deeper, longer insight
ness a whole nest of surprises as to the into those far-away times, the beginreal value of our resources in this great nings of our God-ordained republic,
than we ever thought to receive, in readcountry of ours.
But, to return to beet sugar, for that ing "Virginia," by John Esten Cooke.
is what I started out to write about, it
"Virginia and New England were the
seems that we are strictly in the beet original forces of American society, and
This arose
sugar producing belt. A certain chemist shaped its development.

BRYANT POND.
JVUI UUl( blivu UC
Postmaster J. L. Bowker has received
me
ior
eenc ça.zo
and
juciuniey pan to languish and to-day is shut up.
fund. Any who are interested and wish Some eay that the farmers would not do
to contribute any amount to the fund the slavish work of raising beets, kneelcan do so, by leaving the same and ing down and thinning them for what
their name with the postmaster, who could be got out of it. Others say that
not being in the region of irrigation the
will see that it is forwarded.
On Tuesday, after suffering a long, content of sugar in the beets was not
severe illness, little Gladys Titus was sufficient to make their raising profitable.
called by her Heavenly Father to that There are people who claim to know
home above, where sorrow and sickness who say that the factory at Grand
For many weeks Mr. Junction in the eoutliweet part of this
are not known.
Titus and family have been suffering state is languishing. Some say the soil
great anxiety and sorrow seeing their is too light, while others say the farmers
one drifting from them, while cannot make suitable pay out of beet
dear
everything was being done for her that raising.
There was an excursion to Loveland
The thought would
could be done.
come, why a little innocent child should this fall, and numbers of our Greeley
be made to suffer so much; and then we farmers went to see the working of this
know we should not question the divine million dollar plant. It was well worth
will of One who doeth all things well, the journey to see the immense pile ol
for Ilis ways are not our ways, and her beets. The sheds where the beets were
dear ones have the blessed assurance unloaded from the farmers1 wagons, by
that she is safe in the arms of Jesus, machinery, were full of beets and it was
who said, "Suffer little children to come estimated that the factory was working
unto me, and forbid them not, for of night and day on a pile of beets ten feet
Mr. high, and that would cover ten acres.
such is the kingdom of heaven."
Titus and family have the sincere and This is the first year of the factory at
heartfelt
sympathy of their many that place and the machinery was not in
The position till late in the season, and so
friends in their sad bereavement.
funeral services were held at the Baptist the company were offering the farmers
church, Rev. Henry Brown officiating. 25 cents a load to store the beets in theii
The floral tributes were
many and root cellars. Later it was said that
beautiful.
Many friends and neighbors freezing does not injure the beets or deThe interment was at crease their yield of sugar. They will
were present.
The Denver papers
run till next May.
Lakeside Cemetery.
ΛΙ
«
r»
11
ii.
Tl.iL-1 O_S
report that a week ago Sunday was the
banner
sugar-making day; for six sacks
as station
Ernest Herrick is
agent.
station agent here for the present. Mr. of sugar were turned out every five
Chandler will move his family as soon minutes all that day. The perfect sugar
comes pouring out generally at the rate
as convenient.
Mrs. Dollie Carroll, Mrs. Fred Chand- of a eack a minute. The beets are pushler, Mrs. Mamie Crockett, Miss Nell ed along at a great rate by water and the
Preble and Will Morton held a whist slicing and pulverizing and extracting oi
the sugar are complicate processes.
party at Grange Hall Friday evening.
This year the Loveland factory is givMyrta Gilman, Ella Blodgett, Stella
Perham and Jennie Lurvey are working ing away the moist pulp to the farmers
that
they may try the experiment oi
at Mann's clothespin mill.
Miss May Allen is stopping at Bethel feeding it to domestic stock, but next
this winter.
year a charge of 25 cents a wagon load
There has been a large amount of will be made. It is hard to believe it,
poplar hauled from Dearborn's wood lot but some say that it has fattening qualithis winter and yarded on the common, ties. One of our neighbors circulated
among the farmers who were hauling in
ready to load on the cars.
the beets, and some claimed that they
were doing well and that next year the;
LOVELL
The dancing school closed at the vil- intended planting a still greater acreage.
lage Friday night with a masquerade and One man said that he had planted 60
oyster supper, served by the members of acres and borrowed the money for the
the Library Club. A large number were enterprise of a certain bank; but when
he came to haul all that immense lot ol
in attendance.
Quite a delegation from Keazar Valley beets ten miles to the factory he found
Lodge visited Crescent Lodge, I. 0. 0. it could not pay to haul so far and gave
F., Friday night, there being work in the up the enterprise, letting the bank take
charge of the business. With all the
initiatory degree and supper.
M. L. Stearns is at home. He has diversity of opinion, every town in
been traveling for the E. W. Burbank northern Colorado wants a beet sugar
factory. The great building costing well
Seed Co. for some months.
Linwood Harmon is on the road for nigh a million dollars is now fairly begun a quarter of a mile from where I
W. S. Manning A Co. ο f Boston.
The 4,000 acres of
am now writing.
beets have been contracted for.
EAST WATERFORD.
we have been paying
week
the
Within
Will Chadbourne has left his Albany
81.30 per cwt. for bran, while our milljob for the winter, and is at home.
have been trying to buy the farmers'
Mrs. G. A. Miller and daughter Hazel ers
wheat for $1.15. This taking out the
are visiting relatives in Hartland.
it for more than was
Arthur L. Sanderson goes to Orono hull and selling
the same weight of
the 25th to take a six weeks' course at originally given for
is a singular perthe state university. Sidney S. Hall is the entire wheat
formance. It may be explained in this
to work for his father meantime.
was a failure just to
the
Ford Smith of Sabattus spent Sunday way: Corn
east of us in Kaneas, Nebraska and
at Jamee Tibbetts'.
and
sells
here to-day at
Miss Lucy Witham is visiting her other states,
$1.50 a cwt. Ilence farmers are driven
sister, Mrs. G. L. Kilgore.
wheat
to
their
to
teams. But
feeding
Mrs. Will Tucker is very sick.
wheat is not a safe feed, and so as to lessen the danger of feeding it bran has to
RUMFORD CENTRE.
be bought to mix with the ground wheat,
RED HILL.
hence the demand for the bran and the
Mrs. Arthur Woods is on the gain.
high price. A certain railroad man, a
Miss Annie Woode is visiting relatives
general freight agent, said the other day
in this vicinity.
that we are about as near a grain famine
Bad weather for birch teamsters.
in the United States as we have ever
Frank Roberts has moved back on the been. Not that there is
any fear of
farm formerly owned by Simon Baker. starvation but there is a
scarcity. PosMrs. A. P. Hall is on the sick list.
sibly the speculators are doing their part
John Grover has arrived in this vi- to raise the
price unwarrantably. When
cinity.
the spring opens the potato farmers of
Prayer meeting at Η. T. Farrar's Wed- this region will have to import oats and
nesday, Jan. 26th, at 7:30 P. M.
they are likely to cost more than $2 per
U. G. Woods and Chas. Goodwin took cwt.
by the carload.
a flying trip to Bethel last Tuesday
the
before

Mr. T. Jennings of Wayne was at J.
E. Conant's on the 18th, looking after
the phosphate business.
A. O. Conant of Boston was at his
uncle's, J. E. Conant's, on a visit last
week.
Schools closed in town on the 17th.
We have had some very successful terms
of school this year.
Will Sloan of South Gardiner was in evening on very important business.
A. P. Hall bought a cow of Freeland
town last week. He says that it will be
his last trip, as he is going to open a Graham which dressed 600 pounds.
A. J. Colcord sold A. P. Hall four
store at Richmond soon.
00 pounds
Clarence Robinson was visiting in large pigs which weigh
apiece.
Hebron last week.
Mr. Allen Bailey is visiting Henry
after the
Farrar's family.
SOUTH RUMFORO.

W. E. Abbott and wife visited at Α..
The sewing circle meets once in two
J. Abbott's recently.
weeks on Thursday to make qnilts and
W. F. Dunham of Lynn, Mass., was at other articles for sale.
The hardest
his father's last week.
part is to dispose of them after they are
Deacon Dunham visited a nephew at
ready for sale.
Waterville last week.
Fred Keene and wife, Mrs. Iva Farris
Chas. Penley of South Paris is having
Keene, with Fred Keene's mother, are
wood cut on the Damon lot and drawn
quietly settled in his old home, and are
to West Paris.
enjoying the winter. Success to them is
J. F. Littlehale has put a new board the wish of all.
*aw in his mill.
Mr. Littlehale wishes
On account of the price of grain hens
to sell mill and store.
are being sold, and many killed for home

BRYANT'S POND.
John E. Dearborn.
J. M. Day.
A. Dudley.
Ν. I. Swan.
J. L. Bowker.
W. G. Mort >n.
Geo. W. Q. Perham.
Geo. L. Stephens.
A. L. Bessey.
Total amount, 93.ΐδ.

Clarke.

Mrs. Maria Fox is much better aftei
her recent sickness.
Bert Smith has bought the house now
occupied by Ellsworth Sawyer, and
formerly belonging to Lydia Mason.
The school here at South Hiram closed
last week.
Fred S. Libby has built an ice house,
and is now about to fill it.
The unexpected rain of last week surprised and gave much sorrow to the
teamsters of this vicinity.
Frank Cilpatrick and Joseph Tayloi
have gone to Sebago Lake, where they
are cutting ice.
Eugene Wescott has gone to work in
the woolen mill at Kezar Falls.

the old place.
Mayhew is getting his ice. Chas.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Farrington of North Smith is over from Stow and is helping
Mr. Payson Rich has closed his home Lovell called on Mrs. U. B. McKeen him.
here and gone to Hartford.
Frank Durgin is at Victor Pearson's
Sunday.
Mr. Fred Cole has gone to WashingL. E. McAllister of North Lovell is with the children.
ton, D. C.
Scott Briggs is hauling pulp wood for
hauling timber for J. Bartlett to his
Mr. F. C. Bean with team is working mill here.
Sadie Austin.
in Rumford.
NORWAY LAKE.
EAST HEBRON.
Mr. F. G. Jennings, salesman for the
Mrs. Dorcas Barrows visited at W. S.
\merican Agricultural Chemical Co.,
The storm on Wednesday kept all,
was at C. M. Kimball's last week.
except those who were obliged to go Partridge's last week.
F. E. Pottle was in Portland Monday
The roads
Mr. Elmer Cole from Berlin Falls is out on business, at home.
working for Mr. Sumner Brown at Rum- were a mixture of snow and water, and and Tuesday.
ford Falls.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will
were left very slippery.
Blanchard A Johnson from FarmingDeacon Fuller and wife are not gain- meet with Mrs. W. S. Partridge Jan. 20.
Mrs. Eunice Marston was at David
ton were in this place last week buying ing very fast. Both remain quite feeble.
work cattle.
H. A. Record is out at work in all Flood's Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. J. S. Kneeland visited at F. E.
kinds of weather. He never waits to be
told he is able to work again after being Pottle's Monday and Tuesday.
NORTH PARIS.
EAST BETHEL.

Elwln H. Gleason.
Ere·! O. Eaton.
Ered B. Carroll.
Alfred O. Matthieu.
J. B. Stevenson.
H. L. Elliott.
G. Wlllard Johnaon.
J as. L. Demerrltt.
Chas. A. Mixer.
B. L. Round·.
Ere·! · ·. Stearns.
A. E. Stearns.
A. J. Burke.
Ε. K. Day.
Ell«ha Pratt.
Lewis M Irish.
F E. Godlng.
Ε. E. Kendall.
R. B. Stratton.
Geo. Β. McMennamln. J. A. McMennamln.
Cash.
Ethan Willis.
Erank Stanwood.
Pearl Dyer.
E. J. Gagoon.
Cash.
1. P. G. Hicks.
Henry Marx.
II. O. Burdlu.
Mason.
C. E. Howe.
Harry Jordan.
C. E. Eernald.
J. Q. Fernald.
M. R. Davis.
Ε. N. Carver.
J. L. Hoyle.
J. E. Stephens.
Ε. E Bartiett.
C. H. McKenzle.
H. C. Dunton.
Z. W. Morse.
J. 8. Morse.
W.G.Morse.
A. Z. Cates.
Ed. O. Curnell.
E. A. Hubbard.
E. L. Wlnslow.
W. Mann.
C. Mann.
J. J. Calhoun.
J. Gonya.
D.J. McCoy.
J. K. Mckenzie.
G- A. I'eabody.
R. J. Virgin.
A. K. Martin.
A. E. Morrison.
A. L. Stanwood.
Stanley Blabee.
H. S. Chad bourne.
Ε. B. Hall.
I. W. Allen.
Cbaa. IsraeUon.
Erauk Nowell.
E. O. Walker.
J. W. Wlthee.
H. L Elwell.
Total amount, 93160.

John M. Earrington.
M re. J. E. Stearns.
W. L. Vance.

Edgar

writing.

Sunday

OUR COLORADO LETTER.

ANDOVER.

BUCKFIELD.

Lone Mountain Grange gave a public
Sunday, Jan. 19, were held two burial
John Dunham, installation at Union Hall last Tuesday
services at this place.
The ceremonies were under
one of Buckfield's aged citizens, 80 years evening.
direction of Installing Officer
of age, Rev. B. F. Turner attending, the
After the floor work was
with services at 10 o'clock A. u. The Thompson.
were given by the
remains of Mrs. Ezra Staples of Car- finished speeches
sister lodges, after which
thage arrived Saturday; services were Patrons of
an interesting
held at the home of her sister, Mrs. C. Brother Thompson gave
The hall was
H. Tuttle, Sunday at 2:30 p. m., Rev. Mr. talk on Orange principles.
filled with an appreciative audience.
Libby of Poland officiating. She ofwas a well
meets with
Circle
The Congregational
age.
native of this town, and 30 years
Poor this week.
Stanley Damon of Norway is visiting Ο. B. and E. S.schools
close in two weeks.
The public
old friends. All are glad to greet him.
The King's Daughters gave an enterMrs. Victor Pearson is improving very
the hall this week for the
slowly. She can't raise her head a par- tainment in
tables made
ticle, and it causes her severe pain to be benefit of the hall, having
moved. The daughter is improving to accommodate more victualing capacity. They have also in progress an immore rapidly.
V. P. DeCoeter came home from Au- provement in the cemetery by putting
in a steel gate, and an ornamental fence
gusta Friday.
of the cemetery. They
Edgar Hall of Rumford Falls visited around two sides
have given the cemetery the name of
his parents Thursday.
called in
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bring
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family.
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want to see you.

all times,

to be

Days at Norway,

Trunk from Berlin Falls
go

are

to

the Grand

Portland inclusive.

and return
And

largest

on

please

on

You

any train the

remember

Me.

we

can

5th.

carry, at

stocke of

Footwear, Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
in the State.

Yours

truly,

Stock of Merchandise and good
will of a Village Store, on line of
G. T. R. R. Stock $3000. Grand
opening for a live man.
Also one-half of Provision Store
in Auburn ; two teams ; on beet
street ; large trade.
Apply quickly. E. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman. F. W.
F.
Auburn.
COBB,
β-KAITERH TELEPHONE U9-».
JNO.
spring opens 800

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

FAUNCE,

Salesman.

Pure· geadaohe In go Minute·—
STATE OF HAINE.
PROBATE NOTICES.
Fflln'· gpeolal Powder«< 8Bo.
To «11 penona Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
In
and
CHUBCHXS.
the
at
of
held
The
national
convention
Probate
Parla,
▲t a
A. D. Park was at Rumford Falls on
Court,
AND ROAD BILLS.
Miss Sue Round», who is teaching in
"•pond Congregational Chureh, Rev. B. 8. Woman's Christian Temperance Union for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
business a few days last week.
December Term, 1801.
Jan., in the year of oar Lord one thousand
Turner, spent Sunday at her home here. Ri ipout, Pastor Preaching Mrrloe Sunday, will be held in Portland,
this
Oct
17-22
matter
nine hundred and two. The following
10 40 a. ■.; Sabbath School, HK» M.; MenS
Circle and entertainment at the ConThe sessions will be held in the baring been preaented for the action thereupon COUNTY Or OXFORD
Installation of officers at Arcadia! Prayer Meeting at β Λ; Social Meeting. 7:15 r. year.
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okoxud :
gregational church Thursday evening, Commandery, U. O. G. C., this
Thursday
Jefferson
Meeting.
Theatre.
To JOHN M. PHILBROOK, Dr.
Prayer
regular
weekly
south paris ro*r oftks.
Monday β renin*; Y. P. 8. C. K. Meeting Friday evenThat notice thereof be given to all penona In- 1901.
♦
Jan. 30.
All cordially invited.
to be
r.o Hour* 61» to Τ-00 a. Η; S.D0 α. ·. to
evening.
In* 7 JO.
who has been on trial terested, by earning a copy of thla order
Hilton,
Harry
to
3
(lays viewing road at Lovell, $ 5 001
three weeks successively In the Ox- Sept. 23,
Bonita Linen, 25c. ; Kensington Antique Finish, 25c. ; The
; '· I». Μ.
Heτ. Caroline E. Angel!, at
Advertised letter in South Paris post
Cnlveraallst
published
Church,
5 38 [
To 68 miles travel at 8 cte.,
Mrs. William Day and Mies Alice Day
Skowhegan for negligent shooting of ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South !
Pa «tor. Preaching service on S on (lay, at 10 JO
office Jan. 27:
to 3 days viewing roads la unQUAND TBI'S* RAILWAÏ.
of Bryant's Pond were at South Paria | a.
Pine
Tree Linen Bond, Parchment finish, Gladstone, Blue,
T. P. C. V. a human being while hunting for deer, Parla, In aald County, that they may appear at a Sept. 3C,
Sabbath School. 19
7 SO
saM Pans, on the,
organized town,
Frank Perry, Eaq.
was found guilty and sentenced to serve Probate Court to be held at
meeting, 7.-00 P.M.
β 56
To 83 miles,
Commencing November J, Ββ,
Thursday.
third Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 1902, at 9 of the
Plain
; The Berwick Stationery, two styles, 35c. each.
Methodist Church, Rev. B. P. Pickett, Paator.
Ramfonl
in
the
surveying
county jail.
forty days
The selectmen will be in session this
dock In tin forenoon, and be beard thereon If Oct. 8, to 3 (lave at
TRAINS LKAVS SOC ΓΗ PARIS
Preaching »erv1ce. 10 jn a. M.; Sabbath School,
S 00
land damage,
TEACHERS'
MEETING.
cause.
see
they
12 00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7X10 p. *.;
own—6 "3 A. *·. (dally, Sunday· In- we«k, preparing to close up the year's
3 52
To 44 mllee,
one is invited to call and see our New and Standard
Burglars blew open the safe in the
meetA one-day teachers" meeting will be j
*
* « r
» a
3 50
LORANA KEKNE, late of Buckfleld, de-1 Oct. 15, to 1 day adjourned eesalon,
business. If you have a bill against the
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; claaa
Old Orchard ticket office of the Boston
*.33» »». M.. i.-OOF.
Friday
evening.
thereof
ing,
held
tl. ul>_l· OU A
at
Feb.
3
for
Rumford
Falls
68
Will
and
seaaed.
To
46
probate
Our Prloo· Moderato.
Saturday,
mllee.
petition
Sun.lay only, 9:16 town, now is a good time to put it in.
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. Cetton, Paator. and Maine Railroad Thursday night, and
>an lave Included;.
resented by Alfred Cole, the executor therein [ Oct. 31, to 3 days on pet. of Frank W.
1st.
This is not a county convention, Preaching
Sabbath School,
service, 10 :»» a.
5 00
office
was thoroughly ran- lamed.
the
a
Curneli,
although
13 tx) M- Prayer Meeting Sundav evening 7 P. M.
Dancing school at New Hall Tuesday but has been arranged for a
4 00
To 50
sacked and the safe practically destroyCATHERINE C. STUART, late of Oxford, Nov. to 3 mllee,
CHURCHRS.
evening.
Thursday evening the first towns that can be conveniently
7,
day· on pet of Carroll King et ale, 5 00
STATU) MEETIKOS.
was taken.
leceaaed. Petition for order to distribute bal-1
ed,
nothing
5
60
Rev.
To
70
VT. E. assembly in the second course will be from Rumford Falls.
mllee,
The P. and R. F.
ρ —*
ongregatlonal Church.
ir.ee remaining In his hands presented by Roscoe
P. A A.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
3 50
Nov. 19, to 1 day at Parle,
Preaching service». 10:45 held and not on
Ϊ. 1
f> vast·
Feb. 4th as previously Railway has generously granted special So. 18, to Maaonlc Hall, Friday Evening on or
The Republican state convention will P. Staples, administrator.
3
68
■oription Z>rueslet(
To
46
12
sun-lav
Scnool
Y.
mllee,
«
*
J».;
γ
ml 7
»
announced.
rates and a special train from Canton , jefore foil moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, be held in City Hall, Portland, June 11,
7 50
HARRIET E. BLAKE, late of Dlxfleld, de- Dec. 31, to 3 days at regular session,
1· ·,. C. Κ,ίΙ'Μΐ Λ h arch prayer meeting on
So. it. asse nblee Wednesday Evening, on or
Maine.
3 68 Next Door to Post Office.
To
46
not other^
o'clock.
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of
I
All,
of
Noble
,
the
confirmation
ami
sUtione.
at
p.
u.
Ν.
B.
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Petition
for
at
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Falls
2
Hon.
Livermore
Henry
Phillips
way
«'ay evening
Mfoiv full moon. Oxford Council, R. A S. M.t
A larger congregation even than usual
Invited.
the will of said Harriet
wise connecte'. »re cor ilally
will preside.
This was decided at a 1 3. Smith aa trustee under
This train will leave Gilbertville at 9.45
Pri-lay evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
00
$76
Station.
hone
A.W.
Public
Hwor.
Smith.
Rev.
said
C.
Kev.
Mr.
t.
Pottto,
after>.η·ι».
Henry
greeted
after
Blake,
by
presented
Metbodi-tt.
Hooper Sunday
with the regular morn ng | <o.l. Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening
meeting of the State Committee at
JOHN M. PHILBROOK.
O:
Sun!... Β rnlng prjyer
noon.
Music
was furnished by the ironnecting
'ull moon.
BllERY E. LOWELL, late of Paria, de-1 South Pa
1 ti a.m.;sabbath Schoo,
trains from Canton and Livermore Falls.
le, Jan. 3, 1903.
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I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodg».—Regular meeting Augusta Friday evening.
Schubert
and
eaaed. Pinal account presented for allowance
was
much
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Evening,
'« Κ. ·» η: League Meeting,
will
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leave
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Fellows'
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η
Old
Hall,
every
executor.
Returning,
Luther Gannett of Belfast, aged 88, ly James 8. Wright,
r:t-.-r meeting Τ P. M.; prayer meeting
preciated by all.
V. ,|':L·
fflldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Οαα
Falls at 5:30, and run through to
30UNTY OF OXFORD
*v-'evening. class meeting. I rl«lav evening.
EUNICE C. HARDT, late of Paris, deceased.
rellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even- who lived alone, was burned to death in
To JON 1THAN BARTLETT, Dr.
The rural mail carriers stand a fair more Falls and Canton -Teachers school
V.-: uburch, Rev. T.J. Ramsdell. Paetor.
Rrbekah
Κ
Mt.
month.
Lodge,
Hope
ngs of each
It is supposed that 'Irst account presented for allowance by Charles I >901.
bis
home
a.
Friday.
10:45
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.ι··
η
ι reaching
I. George, admlnstrator.
show of getting an increase of $100 per officers and the general public a re cor
<o. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
tie attempted to light a match during the
to 1 day at Lovell, Slate road
i.: 1- it ; rraver meeting 7-00 p. h.;
33,
iept.
FollowThe house of repre- iially invited to this meeting.
year in their pay.
JERSYNE G. MARTIN of Rumford, wird. I
$ 3 50
r meeting Tuesday evening.
matter,
sight, and the bed clothing was ignited. Inal
1 93
account pretented for allowancs by S. L.
sentatives has voted the increase, and it uiî is fbe program for the day:
To 34 mllee travel,
The damage to the house was slight.
10 00
4
to
on
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loody,
guardian.
36,
days
Sept.
trip,
is likely to go through all right.
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Mechanic
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music
KEENE,
ward,
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buildings
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supervisor
5 00
L. P. Swett and wife have been in
Tuesdav evening on or before full moor,
3 30
C. T. Goodwin, packer of canned « nd final accourt presented for allowance by
To 40 mllee travel,
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by
iumford, will outline the February work
town
for
a
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are
to
make
guardian.
meet
ienjamln
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Mica
i· —Mount
Lodge, regular
days. Tliey
3 50
Jet. 34, to 1 day at Parle,
u those branches.
goods, and of George O. Goodwin & Co.,
Visiting teaclhers are
; ursday evening of each week.—Aurora their headquarters in Bangor for the
3 30
To 40 mllee travel,
EDGAR DAVIS of Woodstock, ward. Petl
The
nvited to this exercise.
umber, were burned Friday night, the on
ment.'ûret and third Mon<lay eveningfor license to sell and convey real estate | )ct. 31, to 3 days at Kumford Falls, pet. of
w G*. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
and Mr. Swett is going on to |
present
The loss in the canning depart- resented by Emma M. Davis, guardian.
F. W. Curneli et ale,
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17th.
ra' h montti.
irogram will open at 10:30, immediately reach
iftch month.
f R —Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No. the road traveling for a Bangor firm.
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To 85 mllee travel,
iter arrival of special train from Canto
f. R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- Tient is estimated at $2,000, and in the
ei- second πη 1 fourth Friday» of each
W. SCOTT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfield, dc<ov. 7, to 3 daye at Parle, pet.of C. R. King
was
There
law mill at about $2,500.
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tu !n Old Fellows' Hall.
Principal Hal K. Eaton of the high i rnd Livermore Falls.
7 50
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et ale,
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BRUSHES ever shown in this
amounts from any
and Liver Tab- COUNT Τ OF OXFORD,
South Paris." Under the by-laws the not asking for large
to refund the money on a 50-cent bottle Chamberlain's Stomach
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation.
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to those who
Jan. », A, D. 19K
individual.
Parts,
if
it
Tar
almost
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invariably
of
lets
room
Warranted
make
following officers were chosen:
to
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sale
Greene'·
Syrup
This
so of
Upon the Foregoing Libel, ORDERED.
subscribed it is desirable that you do
Wo have once used them," says Mr. J. H.
or cold.
Moderator— S. P. Maxim.
That the Libelant give notice to the said Samuel
order that fails to cure your cough
A good farmer and his wife to
Stock.
Clerk—W. L. Karrar.
during the present week in
to prove Weber, a prominent druggist of Cascade, 8. T. Simpson to appear before the Justice of our our
bottle
25-cent
a
also
guarantee
to the
Treasurer—Albert D. Park.
Paris,
the papers may be forwarded
will take charge of Paris Town Farm for
Wil- Iowa.
What better recommendation Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at on
and
of
it
or money refunded.
Take
you
Truste*»—a. P. Stearoa, A. K. Sburtleff. W. L.
the
satisfactory
advantage
for the County of Oxford,
The purpose of the associa23.
treasurer.
the year commencing Feb.
could any medicine have than for peo- within and
Karrar.
liamson Λ Kimball ; Ernest P. Parlin.
•econd Tuesday of March, A. D. 1902, by pubrich at our expense, as these
is the erection at Canton, Ohio, of
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to call for it when again in need of lishing an attested copy of said libel, and this grow
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$30».
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which shall fittingly
them when you feel order thereon, three weeks
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a
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women and children everywhere
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privilege
IF BANNER SALVE
they
understood' that the lot belonging
Justioe of the Sop. Jud. Court.
Apply at once to
in due time, be
South Paris;
of court
Alva Shurtletf, on Pleasant Street near- souvenir certificate will, of the McKin- doesn't cure your piles, your money leff Λ Co., E. P. Parlin,
MANUFACTURING
PARIS
CO.,
A true copy of the libel and order
Store,
the Trustees
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
South Paris. F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
ly opposite the Methodist church, is presented by Memorial Association to will be returned. It is the most healing Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug
CHARLES ». WHITMAN, Clerk.
National
Norway.
generally acceptable as a location, and a ley individual contributor.
medicine. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
each
price on it has already been secured.
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Sewocrat.

Ε. Α. Harlow returned
week's visit in Sumner.

Friday

from a

|

The Seneca Club will meet with Mies
Olive M. Stuart next Friday evening.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

NORWAY.

|

SUHH PARIS.

JUST RECEIVED—

Large Invoice of BOX STATIONERY.

A

|

Stationery.

Every

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

..

r*3^^

►

South Paris,

Tele;

^

line of MUSLIN UNDER-

A

reg"'^r

4

WEAR.

|

Hamburg·Trimmed Night Robes from

85 ets. to $2.37.

Corset Covers at

j

md examine

îT.'Hall.

!Uet,'°Co^iïc«*<l

Skirts, Drawers and

popular prices. Call

stock.
MRS. E. A.

ucir»..
tejte«-.«J ks.ï»,.

|

were)

|

I have the

J

Co.*««Ub,

WHIPS!

WHIPS!

WHIPS!

·η.τ^Λ"&5ΓΗ'«"·
J.Jjtert-.

J£Kb.«.

HOWE,

South Paris, Me.

«ercWe^

»

Now

A few more HATS AT COST.
is the time to purchase.

j

>

Largest

Line of Whips in t^e

Counfy,_

—

FAVOR, PROP..

Hamburgs

îtiUedto

j

Our Center Counter

J

°',

and Insertions!
prettiest

?,]

styles
clothing,

|

County.

just

heavy

special

Îhe

hcenix Insurance Co.,

they^were

yd.

January,

day

yd.

Popular

j

.............

phiclcen

!urt

§!

rHOMAS SMILEY, Norway, Me.

».

Cj

Overcoat and Suit
Markdown

—'·

price

WE

—

$15
12.00

...

ational Fire Insurance Co.

$12
10.00

U'sters

.....

—

|

H. B. FOSTER,

In'&uckfleld,

.......

CASTORIA
Tha Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

SPECIAL

"CLEARANCE

MID-WINTER

j

SALE

SALE !

February

—

—

G&Àfâà&x

.....

beginning

Saturday, January 4,

fou will find BARGAINS in Dress Goods, Kid Gloves, Jackets,
Skirts, Waists, Percale Suits, Ladies' Underwear, and
mention.
other things too

.............

—

For the Next Four Weeks,

Overcoats, Ulsters,

spring

Reefers,
Nool Lined Coats, and

respectfully,

Mrs. L. B. Andrews,

Heavy Weight Suits.

PARIS,

BLOCK,

...

—

.....

$9.25.

...

$2.98.

19M.HNp

|

.........

$2.59.

Spring

succ^lvely

|

^Tttest:

|

CLOTHIER &

31 Market Sq.,

Wanted.

Salary

J. F. Plummer,

lighted

just

for|

bargains.

FURNISHER,
South Paris, Me.

Tooth Brushes—.
Many Varieties

to

Select From,

Guaranteed to give Satisfaction.
Prices to Suit Every Purse.

Apply

Wanted.

largest
vicinity.

Pharmacy

F.

A. SHURTLEFF &

CO.,

iilEEli,

A Wonderful Medicine.

DEECHAM'S
0 PILLS

For Bilious and Nervous Disorder·, such as
Wind and Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals, 1
Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushof
ings of Heal, Loss of Appetite, Shortness
Breath, Costiveness, Blotchcs on the Skin, Dis- {
Nervous
all
Dreams,and
1 turbed Sleep, Frightful
<
and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments
all arise from a disordered or abused condition
of the stomach and liter.
Bcecham's Pills will quickly restore Femalea ,
to complete health. They protnp:ly remove any
I
> obstruction or irregularity of th· system. Fora

South Paris.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

1

Covers

1

Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs; Strengthening the
Muscular Sys*em, restoring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the keen edce of Appetite,
ond orottoing with the Rooobtrtl of
o-orgy
Hmmfth Ibo wno/o

phys'cal

AND

!

Books.

Instruction

(

I

-AT-

BOSTON

1

(
oftho >—iM fram. For thm winQ
off fbrara thmy or"ο «pMiutiy m· (
MtMWtf· These are facts admitted by
thousands, in all classes of society, and one (

Judgment?

Do you prefer it on the printed page or
in the manner?
Do you prefer it in the window or
around the waist?
Do you prefer it for a horse or for ·
lover?
Do you prefer it in your purse or as λ
child employed in large stores?
I.

I've followed it up hill and down
And uuder many a wall,
But while it runs from town to town
It never moves at all.

(

A common good to you and me;
To take it I'm inclined;
But, though I keep it, you may see
I leave it all behind.

UtERS

The staunch
ami

Dlngley"

«ml

elegant steamers,

"Bay State" alternately

II.
Acknowledged first of womankind,
I never was of woman born;
A follower daily of the sun,
I never yet have seen the morn.
No. 4X5.—Double Docking·.

"Gov.
leave

These steamers meet every demand of modern
and
•teamshlo service In safety, speed, comfort
luxury or traveling.
Through ticket» for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. K. LI3COM B, General Manager.
T. M. Bartlett, Agent.

DO YOU WANT IT?

I

A

to close out odd

WK ARK

postal or telephone
a supply promptly.

you

Doubly behead and doubly curtail to rea
new and leave part of the name of
maritime province of the Dominion of
Canada.
Doubly behead and doubly curtail joined and leave a pronoun.
Doubly behead and doubly curtail to
arrange and leave therefore.

up stock.

NKVKK ΟΓΤ.

to us will

patterns and clean

bring

ETOBRFBABEOTB

ϋΟΓΤΗ PARIS, .WE.

HEALIXU

ci'Ri:

use.

Contains

CATA R R Η

1

A

Ν

A

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Don't

In-

jurious drug.
It Is quickly Absorbent.

^

Think'

I

Β

Ν

V

Ο

D

Ρ

Β

1

L

L

.V

Β

Ο Ο

σ

Ε

Β

Ο

I

BWCDI

Χ

LASBKTT1LOTAX
This jumble of letters is not Chinese,
but the purest Bostonese. Read correctly, it contains six familiar proverbs, all
in their proper order. The only trick is
rii;ht.

to start

You

Ε

Τ

BKW8MOO Β Β Τ Τ Ο
BELONS Ε ΙΒΟΒΝ

V

sure

you

tfUnow
"

COLD ^ HEAD

Allays Inflammation
Heals aud Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Sen-*·* of Taste and Smell. Large Size, 30
cents. Trial Size l<»c. at l>rugglsts or by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

S

Η

Χ

"——

to

Gives Relief at once.
Open·»and cleans*·!, the

L

DKPKBDDL

Ο

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

8alm

no

L

GOCBARABBABGA

la

pleasant

A

MEAFOBBAFA
SNEKSTBBFLBOD
IWLBDNTGI L Χ Τ Κ

CATARRH
Easy

Β

Π

κοκ

Cream
Ely's and

A

0DKPBACEBAT8K

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand. Ac.

ΑΛΊ»

Ν W

Β A

Τ

Β

SON,

A. W. WALKER &

420.—Proverb·.

No.

are

Ilere is another one: "Be
go ahead."

right, theu

Riverf

No. 427.—What

More

TOY ÊRAPHOPHQNE

BAUER'S

A TOY (iRAPHOPHOSE
SK*s

Send 51.50 and the TOY will be

II

represented?—New

Syncopation.
striped horse, an immense
Syncopal»·
cat, α small rodent, au arboreal edeutute
whose name is a synonym for indolence,
α fierce wild beast whose laugh rings in
the forest, aud have u large wild uuiiual,
now uearly extinct, but which formerly
roamed iu vast herds in what is now the
United States.
α

BIPUIS MO I HI U 000SI RM>MIS

delivered expresjMige

What river is here
York Journal.
No. 428.-Λ

pi os band mi sic

m»m nt sows

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Head·
and Grippe. They break up a Cold
carryquickly, move the bowels gently, mat
têt
fever and other poisonous
oft
iug
from the svstem. Guaranteed to cure,
Try them. 25 cults. For sale by
ache

prepaid.
uw

Ψ. A ShurtleffA CX;
Dudley, Bryaut'e Pond;
Ortn Sieveo». Oxford.

164^Tremont1St., BOSTON.

Children

Anagram·.
The .Nun-cry atom1 and the As-ken·.—
A uuu-cry-atom', returning oh-ine* one
new-stir* «lay. found a as-ken* by the
heed-g* side half dead with cold. Kit-nag*
compassion on the true-race1, he took it
No
up and brought it to his sir I-feed*.
ore-sou* had the warmth do-steer-R,e it
than it U-gau to ever-Vi" and attacked
the children of the get-a-cot11. U]h>d this
the nun-cr.v-atom'. whose compassion had
saved its tile'1, took up α Tom-tack" und
laid the as-ken* dead at his feet.
Those who return live" for do-go'* may
expect their neighbors' pity to be worn
No. 42SB.—Fable

out ut

If your children are listless, tir ;d and thin, use True's Elixir. It
worms, and all impurities i il the stomach and bowels, purifies
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic, Used as a household remedy for
half a century, and everywhere co tnmended. Give it to the children
at regular intervals to guard agai nst worms.

expels

TRl UES
PIN V rORM

ELI KIR

With

activity

DR. J. F. TRl'E ft CO., Aaburn, Me.

N'o. 43U.—Word Square.

1. A cluuis.v performance. 2. A round
molding: the quarter of a circle. 3. ▲

sot.

4. (îuides.

5. A domestic animal.

Ko. 431.—Λ

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

peu
pen
pen
pen
pen

pen
pen

Bo*

of l'en·.

is a kind of knife.
is a small Hag
is a sum of money.
is thoughtful.
is an herb.
having live equal sides.
which is composed of earth.
which
which
which
which
which

"Pa. what is a philosopher?"
"A philosopher, Jiuimie, is α man who
thiuks he has got through being a fool."
Key to (he I'aamler.
Fane. 2.
1.
No. 41Γ>.—Metagram:
Vane. 3. Jane. 4. l'ane. 5. Lane. 6.
Waue. 7. I>ane.
No. 41*5. Illustrated Rebuses: I. Men
II. Because it needs
are made of lioys.
healing iheeliug). III. Apple butter.
No. 417.—Charade: Worsted (Worst
Ted).
No. 418.—Word Puzzle: Dorchester.
Esther.
iieeter.
Chester,
Rochester.
Chest.
Lad.
No. 419.—Blanks: Gad, gadder.
ladder. Shad, shadow. Wind, window.
No. 420.—Hidden Namee: 1. Lee. 2.
Agra. 3. loua. 4. Troy.
No. 421.—Part» of the Body: Hand-le.
Nose-gay. C-hair. Foot. Leg-acy.
No. 422.—A Musical Story: Quaver.
Sharp. Tone. Flat. Bass. Note. Crotchet.
Bar. Treble. Uest.
—

DOES YOUR i

7

Γ·

BRITAIxINICA?
opinion
A well-known superinten lent of schools has given
stand
pupils who have ac< ess to the Encyclopaedia Britannica
33 l/i Ρ*Γ cent, higher in t heir studies than those that do not enjoy
this privilege.
it

as

his

that

YOUTH.

Is the formative period, 'What a boy reads in his youth becomes a
that
part of his ver)· character To give your boy a chance means
and your
you will see to it that lie has the best surroundings,

encouragement.

"The Concentrated Es ience of the
ft

Whole World's Wisdc m

Is what the Encyclopaed a Britannica has been termed. Let your
boy read its interesting pages and he will look with disdain upon

"flashy" literature. Yoi r boy has large ideas. To him there is
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material oat of which
he can construct far-read ling ideas. Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

put the Britannica i ato your home where your boy, as well as
and
your girl, your içfe and yourself, can consult it continually,
when he attains manhoi >d, there will be no place in literature or

and

professional life

to which he may not aspire.

DELAY.

Will prove expensive.
coupon and mail it to

Please

acquaint

me

< rail

at our store at once, or cat out this

uL

with the details of your Britannica offer·
Name

State
For

s<

F. A. SHURTLEFF ft

rie

by

CO., South Pari·, Me.

If there

were

would be fewer

fewer fatted calves there

prodigal

sons.

stove in double boiler until it thickens.
"Little Colds" neglected—thousands
Take off, and add whites stiffly beaten. of lives sacrificed every year.
Dr.
Pour in warm, buttered pudding dish Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little
Add
and bake about one-half hour.
colds—cures big colds too, down to the
finely chopped ham, if you wisb, before very verge of consumption.
putting in dish.

The devil watches

a

great deal closer

Mid month.

County Commissioners for the County

of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
THE
1901,
provided by law, made actual impaction
as

1
SO WEARY.

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kid·
neys are sick.

Doan's

Kidney Pills

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
common backache to complicated urinary
core

disorders.

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 ThomJey street,
Pawtueket, R. I., Rays: "Doan's Kldnej
Pills have been used by both my husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
In every case was very satisfactory. My
husband was bothered off and on for u long
time with pains across his back, which ut

Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames.

Flavor

Constipation and health never go together. DeWitt's Little Early Riser·
BAKEI) CHOCOLATE PUDDING.
promote easy action of the bowels withAre safe, sure,
Two cups bread crumbs, two and one- outgriping or distress.
half cups milk, one square of melted gentle, thorough. Purely vegetable.
chocolate, two eggs beaten separately,
Stir occasionally
one-half cup sugar.
Very often justice is just what a man
Bake one hour.
does not want.
at first in oven.
SAUCE.

Add
Two eggs beaten separately.
one-half cup of sugar to whites, then add
of
cream,
yolks and one-quarter cup
after it is whipped, which is about a
is
tableepoonful before it whipped. Add
to above and flavor with vanilla.

SAt'CE.

Beat one-half cup sugar into one-hall
Stii
cup butter, add yolk of one egg.
one heaping teaspoon of Hour in a little
Then add a
water. Put with above.
little hot water and white of egg beaten
stiffly. Set over teakettle and stir occasionally until it thickens. Take off and
flavor with vanilla.
ORANGE

CAKE.

Six eggs beaten separately, two cupt
sugar, one of butter, heated and beaten,
one cup of milk, grated peel of on<
orange, one teaspoonful of cream tartar
one-half teaspoonful soda, three cupi

flour.

WHITE

One

MOUNTAIN

cup sugar,

FROSTING.

three and

one-hall

Boil
tablespoonfuls of boiling water.
together six minutes. Take from stov<
and stir gradually into the beaten white
of one egg. Beat until you can pile or

cake. Two squares of chocolate, melted,
can be added if desired.
8 ΓΟΝΟ Ε CAKE.

One cup of sugar, one cup of flour
Beat the sugai
live eggs, pinch of salt.
Then ad<
and the yolks together.
the whites with salt, stiffly beaten. Stii
flour in last, being very careful not tc
beat it in. Sprinkle vanilla over top ol
cake after it is out of the oven.
TOILET

WHISPERS.

The secrets of beauty and good liealtl
are plenty of natural exercise, goof
plain nourishing food at regular inter

Plaining, Sawing

Cobwebs

are never seen

in the stores

You should know that Foley's Honey
nnd Tar is absolutely the best for all
Dealdiseases of the throat and lungs.
ers are authorized to guarantee it to
Co.
ά
satisfaction.
F.
A.
Shurtleff
give
A roan's face is
short.
La

longest

when he is

Grippe coughs

often continue for
months, and sometimes lead to fatal results after the patient is supposed to
have passed the danger point.
Foley's
Honey and Tar affords positive protection and eecuritv against these coughs.
F. A. Shurtleff
Co.
A

has

E.
West

CHANDLER,

W.

Maine

Sumner,

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

'»».·

Anrone «ending η
whether
quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunicaInvention Is probably patentable.
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
•ent free. Oldest acency for «prtirlng patenta.
Patenta taken through Mutin h Co. receive
η otic', without chnreo, lu the

ΤΠΕ

Scientific American.

dr.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest
culatlon of any sclcntltlc tournai. Terms, $3 a
rear: four months, $L Hold by all newsdealer·.

MUNNSCo^'^-'Newïork
Branch Office, (35 F Bt, Washington, D. C.

COUGH

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

ό
a

n

e

>

KotXvhcotic.

t-

jkaptef OidDrSèMUELHKHKR
flmyjtm Stut'
♦
Mmtrnmi
aMambJUk*

HinpSeeil-

required

C/mtfiti .lw
«m

Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing so much of the County way lead
Andover Corner to Upton as lies within
from
Ing
said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Ilrook road, so called, as lies within said Sur
plus, the turn of two hundred one dol ars and
twenty-six cents is assessed as folluws :

ON

Λ perfect

£
Ο

it

hate, II.
homestead,

Chas,

ness

and Loss of Sleep.

Morton

>

Ά

500
Preston K. Austin, homestead, 201
200
II A. l.oTiJoy, homestead,
Henry W. (>unn, old S Lamed
100
homestead,
200
Henry W. Durn, homestead,
And;ew Abbott, lots No.22& 23, 16»
96
C. A. llurgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Rartlett and
Henry Abbott, lotsNo.31A32, 1ί0
160
George Ε Smith, timber lot,
Ε. I, Brown, .John Small farm
300
and lot ou Sawyer Brook,
Intern .tlonal Paper Co. E.
Plummerlots43,44,45and46, 400
Hnmford Falls Paper Co., lots
40, 41, 42, 47, 48, and Marston
800
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
91100
public lots,

2 ο
'.to

5 32
5 3.'

150
300
M)
50

399
7 98
2 13
1 33

90
100

2 3;»
2 66

2fO

5 32

200

5 32

450

1197

130

Alb
Κ

D()SlS-]jCl

writes:

"My

has never been troubled with a
since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

I»J

PLATINE

Blue Prints

£

R
β

Ο

Libby,

Miss

ΟΓ

'A

>

C»|>UII··
as the law

.=

direct*.

Mamma (at the breakfast table)—You
always ought to use your napkin,
Georgie.
Georgie—I am usin' it,
I've got the dog tied to the
mainma.
table
of
the
with it.
leg

Ely's Liquid Cream Balm is an old
It ia prepared
friend in a new form.
for the particular benefit of sufferers
from nasal catarrh who are used to an
atomizer in spraying the diseased membranes. All the healing and soothing
of Cream Balm are retained
It doe· not
in the new preparation.
drynp the secretions. Price, including
■praying tube, 76 cents. At your drug·
gist's, or ELY BROS., 56 Warren Street,
New York, will mall it.

SLEIGHS !
Doecrlption.

Wall

Come and

has atrivctl.

see

them.

H. P. M1LLETT,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CIIURClI STREET,

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

Academy Grant, for the purpose

repairing the only County roa·I therein,
ONofFryehunr
of Ufty-two dollar» and llfty-nlx

Bum
cents le assessed an

S
Ο

Papers
AT

Hobbs'

Variety

have doubted its loeation. He would hav<
felt it doing its work,—warming and mak
ing flexible the torpid muscles, extracting
the pain and soreness, promoting the fre<
circulation of the blood, stimulating th<
skin and lungs to proper action, and at
dwoMng and banishing the malady. Thui
we peroeive, beloved friends, that

THE BIQ DIAMOND QN Hit HAT

ό

S
b>

«

>
Ά
Ο
Leforest Conn r, lot 3, H. 7, A
175 $ 75o * 5 40
Κ. 1-2 of 4. IJ. 7.
Allison Brown, W 1-2of 4, It.7,
5 7C
800
100
of
R.
Λ Ν. Ε. 1 4
5,
7,
Μ Κ. Chmdler, S. Ε. 1-2 of 5,
Κ 7, AS. W. 15 of 5, Κ. 7, Λ
500
3 «0
100
1 2 of 0. Β. 7,
Ε «t. A. S. Bean, lot* 1 A 2In R.
5
Λ
(>,
5, and parte of lots 3, 4,
IS. 5, 4 Λ I), R 6, ami 4, H. 8,
Α Ν. E. 1-4 1, R «. and lot 7
21 (JO
3o00
725
In R. 7, A part of t; In R. 7,
1 44
200
175
C. S. Edwrds, lots 8 A», R.5
Eli reabo<lvand 11 1*.Wheeler,
3 00
500
180
lots 1,2 A 3, R. 8,
ilobluh Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
124
13
17β
It. 7,
50
30
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, It. «, 200
50
30
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1. It. 7,
50
.«1
D. A. Earwell, N. W. 1-4 1. R 6. U
Frank Farwell Eet., S. W. 1-4
li*
ok
rJ\
1

Η

«:

W*.

Sam'l
Potter, S. E. 14 I. It «, 25
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
«
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lots,
100
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs C.L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
R. 4,
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
R. 4,
Fietchcr I. I'ean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
1). O. Bennett, part meadow lut, 5
100
Roscoc F. Cross, lot 5, It. t>,

50

:«i

100

72

150
500

1 08
3 00

loo

72

Ml
5o
50
100

30
3ti

:u>

72

$52 M

what yon eat.

a

week a>

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Riley Plantation for the purpose of repairing the road In said Plantation running up
to Wm. Gorman's the sum of one hundred
dollars Is a->»eesed as follows:

ON

i

«

VIVIAN

2

ι

«
i
§
ο
<
it
ο
>
Ο
κ
C
Go \ W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma1000 #'2000
son, lots H, 7, 8 A a. R. 1.
Same owners, balance of townAn.
Into
the
ship draining
droi-coggln river north of
5000
-25-20
Berlin Falls, Ν Η,
Heirs ut Itobert Estes, 1-2 lot 9,
50
100
R. 13,
tiOO
Edwin H. Ingalls, homestead, 400
h Ml
looo
Est. of Alonzo Fllield, "
"
200
350
Wm. Gorman,
500
looo
Stillmun Ν Llttlchale, "
50
75
Kred «.orman, W. 1-4 lot 2, R. 8,
2oo
60
G. F. 1 Ittlehale, h mestead,
200
200
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
200
Est. W. W. Mason, lot 3, R. !♦, 200
Hustings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
ί0
275
A 1-2 lot U, R. 13,
International Paper Co.. bal. of
towi:slilp except pub lc lots, 1H945 13250

Eh

*■

NERVE fiftMER
t*

4f:

:..*·· ·«·*'·

hm.

Cumulation, r*riou*l «-f ·»* n»vl; ·*·»ι!«β to4
9*2 TRIAL IIOTTL- ï IÎRK

ι
Κ

tô ru I.nifnn who p.· .tpm··,·· «ulT ..
Permanent Curt, nolnn'j wmi»orir" rritel for all Κάτmi miurdiTi. K|>IIci»t. 8η*·ιιι· m Vim· liant..
DabllUf. Ktbaq.tl.in. Dit. It. K.HLl?!K, Ld,
831 Arch Street, Philadelphia, roaaded mil

Cook Stove For Sale

Thi9 preparation contains all of the
In order to make room for a larger stove I
digestants and digests all kinds ol offer for sale the cook stove now In ose In my
food. It gives instant relief and nevei kitchen. Piped for hot water; takes 2 foot wood ;
falls to cure. It allows you to eat all new linings; copper bot water tank. Can be
properties
the food you wait. The most sensitive seen In use at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Paris.
W. M. SHAW.
stomachs can take it. By Its use man j
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
Mr. Mokeby—Yo' want to marry m ah
25,000 feet of hemlock and Norway pine lumber,
First dose relieves. ▲ diet unnecessary. principally
2-lnch plank. Alao about 1700 run·
daughtah? Well, what am yo' prosnlng feet of about β-lnch poles, to be full leneth
Would take almost any kind of
pecta? Lem Loafenly (on crutchcs,
of fne tree.
loftily)—I'ae brought auit ag'inat de Omni all stomaoh troubles wood for the pole· and pay prompt cash on
street cah comp'ny fo' 96,000 damage· Prepared only by E. 0. DbWittAOo., OhicsM delivery.
L. W. SMITH, Canton, Maine.
bottle centolnsSH Umestbe SOe. Hm
fo' de loss obfo' toes."

"Wanted.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
«•or Mxty years tin: NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE has
lieen a national weekly n· w«paper, re d almost entirely by farm·
of the American
en,»B ha·enjoyed liteconndcncsand support
ttlmliar publication.
ptopic to a degree never attained by any

A

WHITMAN, Clerk.

h· >

Supplies,

1 13

I Pernaaenlly Cured by
DR. KLIWn S CREAT

™

County.

55 48

|
J

CHARLES F.

Optician.

Wholesale and Retail.

22
42
02
4β
00
31
82
82
82

$100 00

copy—attest

Cameras and Photo

-20 32

An I Stlllmau N. Mtt'ehale of Riley Plantation
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expcndltun- of said tax and Is required to give bond as
the. Inw directs.
And tt Is hereby ordered that said assessment
be published as the law requires.
.JOHN M. PHILBROOK.
) County Comr'e
of the
JONATHAN Β \ RTLETT,
RANDALL L TAYLOR, County of Oxford.
A true

HILLS,

Lowest Prices in the

$8 12

2
4
1
4

W.

Jeweler and Graduate

S

no

Dyspepsia
Digests

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

And Allison Brown of Frycburg Acadcmy
Grant Is appointed Agent to suiterlnlcnd tin:
exi>endllure of the same and Is required to give
bond as the law directs.

while a

Kodol
Cure

use a

Quaker Range?

follow»:

a

F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

Norway, Maine.

Our Stock of.

.v.

pretty thing to look upon, was ol
PACKER'S
practical use. But Benson's Plasten
HAIR BALSAM
useful. They relieve and
are
Clear.··! and beautiful th« hair.
supremely
heaven.
luxuriant powth.
1'roiiiutcl
cure gout, rheumatism, neuralgia, coldi
Wovcr rail· to Boston Gray
Hair to It· youthful Color.
W. D. Yancy, Paducah, Ky., writes: on the ohest, lame baox, etc., so quicklj
Cure· i^.'p diwaica k hair fallinf.
"I had a severe case of kidney disease, and completely as to make you wonder how
and three of the best physicians in it can be. Better nor»,—well to-morrow ;
southern Kentucky treated me without that's the way they work. Get the genu We Do all Kinds of...
will prepay post·
success.
I was induced to try Foley's ine. All druggists, or we
on any number ordered in the United
JOB PRINTING.
Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave im- age
of
eaeh.
25o.
mediate relief and three bottles cured States on receipt
N.Ï.
Atwood & Forbes, South Pari·,
k
Chemists,
Seaburj Johnson, Mfg.
me permanently.
I gladly recommend
this wonderful remedy." Take no subFREE
stitute.

Every

Pillows,

Suppllo·.

-

SLEIGHS !

Henry It. Porter of Andover Is appointed

the

Store.

Fair Arrival—May I have a crown of
the latest style?
St. Peter—Fashions
Fair Arrival—Dear
never change here.
me! I have made a mistake and come to
I
the wrong place.
thought this was

on cloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, &c.

Amateur

Union Water Power Co., of
LewUton, dam, lot and build200 $5000 $100 CO
ings,
Τ. Γΐ. Coe, one-third, David
WheatAnn
Maria
Plngree,
land Λ Anna P.Ptabody,twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19500 7500 150 00

Subllc

NtW

must

Xi TJm for Over SO Tua
The Kind To· Bin Alwayi Bought

MEDALLION

AQUARELLE*,

PHOTOS.

Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
so called,
"Carry
township,
Road", so called, which lies In said township,
the sum of tvto hundred and llfty dollars Is assessed as follows:

it

cough

jZiLtot

W4TER (Oïi«R«,

BURNT WOOD,

road,
ON
repairing tho Black Brook
ami also the
lying In sul I

for the purpose of repairing
County roa'l leading from
lie « lu said Surplus Die
n»
I'pton
sum of thirty live dollars Is n.ssessed us follows:
entire
the
tract, supposed to coniAln nine
Upon
thousand, three hundred acre·, exclualre of
lot», and owned one-third 1»»T. U. Coe of I
Ann
angor, and two-thirds by David Filigree,
Maria Wheutliud ami Amu 1'. Peabody,
tie Mm of thirty-five dollars; and Itenu· tt
Voric of Upto" le appointed Agent to expend
the «aine and le required to give bond an lie
law directe.

of Eureka
Harness Oil.

to my appenear dinner time.
be
but
Mamma-Yes,
your appetite is usually fast.
it

*Ρ»*βΜ Wt*.

SOUVENIRS

"C"

use

Freddy—Ma, according

tite,

IN 1 S

no

aew, but
wears twice
as long by the

Tough Party (in a hardware store)—I
want a dog muzzle, see? Clerk (affably)
—All right, sir. What size do you wear?
attack of la grippe
and a terrible cough settled on her
We tried a great many remedies
lungs.
without, giving relief. She tried Foley's
She
and
Tar, which cured her.
Roney

Ilis old

THC C«HT*U« COM»»"*.

$201 26

xpend

ii

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

24

And It Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
against Andrew Abbott, C. A. Burgess, Mrs.
Charles P. Iiartlctt and Henry Abbott, Ucorgc K.
Smith, Ε. I. Brown, International Paper C-mpany on the E. Plummerlots, and Kumford Kails
Paper Co., together with $72.34 of the tax of the
International Paper Co. on balance of township,
amounting in all to $103 46 te e ponded upon
Ulack Brook road, and Henry R. Porter of Andoverls appointed Agent toexpend the same,and
the balance of said tax amounting to $97.80 lie expended upon the road leading from Andover
and Lincoln P. Miller of Andover
to
the
Nortn Surplus Is appointed Ageut to t
same; nnd said agents arc required to give bonds
as the law directs.

in ο

HAS MANY VIRTUES.

Danville, 111.,

of

NEW YORK.

$ 650 $ 7 29

4900

Signature

dL&ffûcXi#.

Η

Surplus,
much of the
ON
Andovcr to

For ci'te, burns and bruises DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve is unequalled. Draws
out the fire, stops the pain, soon heals
the wound. Beware of dangerous counterfeits. Sure cure for piles.

a severe

Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms.(Convulsions .Feverish

κ
s

«s

O

a
L.

flavor.

Remedy forConstipa-

tion. Sour

Fac Simile

"Ί

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Mx.Smna

HerktlU SalU
Anuf Wd

$51 20

And Henrv W. Dunn of Andover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to superintend the exto law and Is
penditure of the sanio accordingdirects.
to give bond as the law

2

of

Opium.Morphine

S

s

"

Signature

Promotes Digcstion.CheerPul·

Dunn, part of homeHenry
100 $100 #0 80
stead,
tf)
100
100
C. A. Andrews, Roobler lots,
The Intcrnatlon :1 Paper Co.,
62 0
4'-> 60
6200
balance of Township,

"*<·■'«

vais, daily bathing and proper breathing
A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
in fifty uses good judgment
"I was troubled for about seven years
with regard to either—and a bealthfu
with my stomach and in bed half my
occupation for the mind.
Just the many simple things womar time," says E. Demick, Somerville, Ind.
"I spent $1,000 and could get nothing
can do to preserve and enhance hei
charms, such as the daily bath, the dailj to help me until I tried Kodol DyspepI have taken a few bottles
walk, plenty of ventilation in rooms sia Cure.
We have many patterns that wil
partaking of plain, good food, and avoid- and am entirely well."
ing strong tea and coffee, she will not
fo
do, and the things she ought not to do,
Cuttle—Edward Everett Hale says we paper and border your room
such as eating sweets, taking meals ai should talk every day with some one we
irregular hours, sitting indoors day aftei know to be our superior. Tuttle—I 50 cents.
day, etc., etc., she insists upon doing, wonder how the unmarried φεη conand then wonders why her skin is sal trive to do it.
low, her eyes dull, her figure not devel
CHILDWORTHMILLIONS.
oped, etc.
Thousands of rolls from
Beginning with the feet it may sur"My child is worth millions to me,"
prise those who have never investigated says Mrs.^Mary Bird of Ilarrisburg, Pa.,
the subject to be told that a healthful "yet I would have lost her by croup had 2 1-2 to 10 cents a roll.
condition of the feet is as closely con I not purchased a bottle of One Minute
uected with happiness, and a sound con- Cough Cure."
Sure cure for coughs,
dition of the whole body, and particu- croup and throat and lung troubles.
HE FEARED HE HAD LOST
and
nervous
brain
as
a
the
system,
larly
Absolutely safe. Acts immediately.
When Wu Ting Fang, the famous Chin
healthy state of the teeth. The feet
should be bathed every night, if not
"Was he wounded; seriously?" asked «N Minister to Washington, irritable anc
night and morning, in tepid water, to the reporter, hurrying to the scene of somewhat forgetful from a severe cold
the front of his cap th<
which has been added a fow drops ol affray.
"He was," briefly answered the missed one day from
ammonia. The feet need more attention
"Did yez think it was in immense diamond he always wears there
policeman.
he was
in the way of cleanliness than the hands, fun?"
dreadfully frightened. A friend
for they get no ventilation through the
peinted ont that the statesman had inadyçrtently donned his turban wrong sid<
leather cages in which they are encased
before, and that the diamond was safe ir
for hours at a time, and it is astonishing
Impartant to Mothers.
the
rear. Had Wu Ting Fang been wear
the amount of neglect which the pooi F1—*'"* carefully irtry bottle of CASTORIA,
ing a Benson's Porous Plaster on his chesl
feet get, and which they will bear.
A aaf· and tar* remedy for Infants and children,
or bade to cure his cold, he never would
Change the etockings daily, and th« •ad see that It

Dr. C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says:
Eton jackets have by no means gone
Ί have used Foley's Honey and Tar in
out of style.
They are seen in fur,
three very severe cases of pneumonia
Be- astrachan, caracul, velvet and velveteen,
with good results in every case."
waist behind,
F. ▲. Shurtleff & and are made short at the
ware of substitutes.
but the fronts are usually elongated.

i
ο
\V.

give bond

looking like

"Daddy," asked little Jack, "where
does a snake begin when he wants to
wag his tail?"

N. Jackson,

Bears the

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

And

only keeps

—not one

Magazine.

similating the Food andRegula
of
ting the Stomachs andBowels

$250 00

Rain and
have no effect
harness treated
with Eureka
ncss Oil. It resists the damp,
keeps the leather suit and pli*
able. Stitches
do not break.
No rough surface to chafe
and cut. The
harness not

AND WORKS OFF ΤΠΕ COLD.

daughter had

Always Bough?

ÀScge table Preparationfor As-

ipteial

who marries for money usually
hard time collecting her salary.

STOPS

Trade Mark·
DE8IQN8
Copyrights Ac.
«ketch and description mar
an

The Kind You Have

OK

Upton,

girl

a

and Job Work

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Frank Treadwell, Bennett, la., was
troubled with kidney disease for two
He writes: "I had taken several
years.
kinds of kidney remedies, but with little
benefit. Finally I tried Foley's Kidney
Cure, and a one dollar bdttle cured me."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
that advertise.

County roads duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated townships and
tracts of land hereinafter ment'oned In m1<1
the conCounty, for tho purpoe of ascert .ining
ditions of said roads and estimating the amount
lie safe
to
so
as
In
needed to put the same
repair
and convenient for public travel; and It appearwere not
roads
said
that
said
un
Inspection
ing
In good repair and not Mfo and convenient for
of public travel and that a tax should
purposes
be assessed on Mid lands for the repair of said
roads therein ; they do therefore on the 31st day
of December, A. D. 1901, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same arc
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the raids passing through them during the year
1902, to wit:
Andover W< st Surplus, for the pnrposc of
repairing that part of the County road leadlies
ing from Andover Corner to Upton which and
in said Surplus the turn of flftv-one dollars
twenty cents Is ag&eseed as follows:
of the

CHANDLER,

water and boil ten minutes.
with vanilla.

STATE OF XiME.
88:

Court of County Commissioners, December see■Ion, A. D. 1901, held at Parle, wltbln Ami for
the Mid County of Oxford, on the la» t Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1901, being the 31st day of

One coffee-cup sugar, salt and nutmeg at the ball than the chaperone.
times became very severe. I saw Doan'u
to taste, lard size of English walnut, two
Terrible plagues, those itching, pesa
Kidney Pills advertised, and procured
eggs, one even teaspoon soda in one tering diseases of the skin.
Put an end box from W. L. Wood's drug store. Ho
buttermilk.
milk
or
sour
was
rid
coffee-cup
to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. At used them, and In a very short time
Flour enough to handle easily.
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
any drug store.
be
Kidney Pills on hand, and would not
CABAMEL CU8TABD.
without them."
have
who
are
Men
Foenearly always tight
Put one-half cup of sugar in a pan on
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents.
ter-Mllbum Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
the stove, and stir until melted and very loose manners.
brown. Then add two teaspoonfuls hot
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
E. W.
Beat
water and one quart hot milk.
Take Laxative Bromb-Quinine Tablets.
salt.
six eggs separately, with pinch of
Mix All druggists refund the money if it
Add one teaspoonful of vanilla.
F. W. Grove's signature
with tbe above, and pour into buttered fails to cure.
F. A. Shurtleff &
Set the dish in a pan of hot on each box. 25c.
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of anj
dish.
Size or Style at reasonable prices.
Serve Co.
water, and bake one-half hour.
cold with hot
A tramp that will work has no proSAUCE.
If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi
fessional pride.
Pine Lum
and
Outside work, send In your orders
melted
One-half
cup
sugar,
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
Add one-half cup of hot
browned.
DON'T LIVE TOGETHER.

Bromo-Quinine

Co.

F. A. Shurtleff &

ment in the world.
of salt, one cup
Co.
Beat the
flour.

boots or shoes as often as the feet are
tired.
Liver complainte cured by Bkkcham's Pills.
Remember, too, that good nourishing
food, plenty of baths, and outdoor exerMrs. Browne—And who is the presi- cise will do more to give a good comdent of your club now, Mrs. Malaprop? plexion than all the artificial aids put
Mrs. Malaprop (proudly)—I
am
the together.
present incumbrance, juat now.
Try a bath daily for a month, and
prove for yourself the immense improveImpossible to foresee an accident. Not ment in the complexion, while daily
Dr. friction with a firm towel will give you
impossible to be prepared for it.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil.
Monarch over flesh like unto velvet and add much
vigor to the frame.
pain.
For your face use tepid water and a
of borax, bathe well; then if the
pinch
be
fond
seeins
to
of
very
"Henpeck
flesh is flabby, bathe with cold water, to
entertaining?" "Yes, his wife is quite which add
a pinch of borax and a few
decent to him wheu there's company
drops of eau de Cologne, or a squeeze of
about."
lemon juice; bathe thoroughly, as this
will ensure firmness of flesh, and in time
rid you of lines, etc.
Here are twelve commandments of
health to read and perform if you wish
to live a hundred years or more:
This signature la ou i-vory box of Um gauula·
1. Eight hours' sleep.
Tab»·*
Laxative
2. Sleep on your right side.
|r am day
Vs remedy tfcui rami η
3. A daily bath at the temperature
of your body.
4. Exercise daily in the open air.
"And he died in peace with all the
5. Eat but little meat and let that be
world."
"Yes, he even forgave the
well done.
doctor who attended him."
6. Eat fat to feed the cells which dedisease germs, but avoid intoxTwo million Americana suffer the tor- stroy
which destroy those cells.
icants
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
Watch the three D'e—drinking
7.
Burdock Blood Bitters cures. At any
water, damps and drains.
drug store.
8. Have change of occupation.
9. Take frequent and short holidays.
Wife—Are you sure you caught this
10. Drink a glass of hot water every
fish? Mr. Gayfello—Of course. WifeMr. Gayfello— morning the first thing, and last thing
It smells very strong.
at night.
Strong? I should say it was. It nearly
11. Limit your ambition; and—
pulled me overboard.
12. Keep your
temper.—McCall's

FOR PNEUMONIA.

Street

City and

pinch
tablespoon

yolks and add the salt. Stir the flour
with a little of the milk, and add to
yolks. Add remainder of milk. Put on

salt".

A· He Think·.

gl»e* appetite to dull children, rigor to ti red children, healthv sleep and healthful
activity It is une of the most valuable he !ps for growing children. Expels worms,
of youth. 35 cents a bot*υ freuuent in childhood.
Restores the t atural
tie at druggists. Write for free hook on Children and their Diseases." Special
treatment for tape worms. Write for fi ee circular.

•

milk,

one

l'UDDING

Salary 01
In Oxford and adjacent counUett.
Address
commlt-dlon
OIL
VICTOR
THE
COMI*AM,
Cleveland, Ohio.

children there should also be

SHKPARD'S OMELET.

MRS.

Four eggs, a

OXFORD,

roughness of the skin cured quickly by
Banner Salve, the most healing oint-

^

FISH CROQUETTES.
One pint of raw potatoes cut in pieces,
Pul
one cup flaked, boneless codfish.
fish to soak while you pare potatoes.
Put on together to boil, and cook until
Drain, niasli and
potatoes are tender.
Add one tablespoonful of melted
beat.
butter, dash of cayenne pepper and one
Beat thoroughly, let cool, and
egg.
shape into balls. Fry in deep, very hoi
Place on brown paper to absorb
fat.
fat. Beating makes them light.

gocxl advice fur
men
and boys,

SALESMEN WANTED ÏÏÏÏLÏÏ

are

tuce.

geiiier.

and the man who
thinks he knows more than Mother Nature al>out running his body
finds out his mistake when he gets
indigestion. I. F." ACwoo&M
Bitters a-store digestion.

Hwnw there

One-half pound each of currants and
raisins, one cup each of molasses and
sour milk, one-half cup of butter, two
teaspoons soda, one in the sour milk and
one in the molasses, one teaspoon each
of cloves and ground coffee, nutmeg and
cinnamon to taste, citron chopped fine,
flour to make a stiff batter. Mix all toA girl does't love every man she will
gether several hours before cooking. J*ut take an ice cream supper witb.
and
a
bag,
in buttered covered tins, or
Serve with rich
steam three hours.
Chapped hands, cracked bands and

One orange, three lemons, one and
one-half cups sugar, and one and onehalf pints water, whites of two eggj
Boil sugar and water to·
beaten stiff.

is

HlflMs Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinate ot ail Toys

FBUIT PUDDING.

SHEBBET.

Than Your
....Mother

THE

It wins the battle every time. It is sold
under a guarantee to cure that cough or
your money refnnded.
The wonderful sale of Bauer's Instant
Cough Cure is proof positive that it
does the work. Get a sample bottle
from the following druggists: F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

with any eauce.

DOUGHNUTS.

{Example: Cl-ear-er.]

Franklin Wharf, Portland. ami India Wharf,
Boston, at 7.UU Ρ M., 'tally, Sunday* excepted.

J
ρ/ΛΛ
V wfl L.

424.—Kiddles.

No.

of the best guarantees to the Nervous and
Debilitated is that Bcecliam's Pills have the
Largest Sale of any Patent Medicine in the
This has been achieved
World.
Without the publication of testimonial·.

Beecham's Pills have for many years been
the popular family medicine wherever the
English language is spoken, and they now stand
without a rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.

Reasonable Prices.

|

THE FORÉIGN POWERS.
Peace with all nations is according to
the constitution of the United States.
of lateral loth· tadto*
OotTwpondnoe <m (opto·
A healthy condition of our personal conU aoUoltod. Addr··· : Editor HoHUunu'
stitution should be at ail times our
Coldk>, Oxford Democrat, Puts. Malae.
apt are
greatest individual desire. How
we'to neglect our own health, and allow
RECIPES.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY
in
our arch enemy—Disease, to creep
and break down all our fortifications
Mo. -4*3.—Preferred Rhyme·.
HONEYCOMB PUDDIN0.
and put our health to an ignominious
first
▲11 the answers rhyme with the
Heat together one-half cap of milk rout
answer.
One cup
In times of health prepare for sickand one-half cup of butter.
Do you prefer it on your eyelid or on
One of the greatest and most
molasses, three egg·* whites and yolks ness.
buck?
jrour
beaten separately, one cup flour, and one effective means of fighting the ravages
Do you prefer it for towels or among
LaOrippe
teaspoonful soda in mollisses. Mix, of Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, troubles
dishes?
is
into buttered pudding dish and and all Throat and Lung
Do you prefer it oa the person or in the pour
Serre found in Bauer's Instant Cough Cure.
bake one and one-half hours.

HOMEMAIMS' COLUMN.

NEW
OLD

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

The first
for farmers and their families.
l< ma le
niimbcr wan Indued Nov. 7th, I'.tOI
I*
covered
»peclal
of
by
► very 'fcpartimnt
agricultural Industry
contributors who are leader* In their ret.|«cetlve lln»1», and the
► cin<e,
a
cla**,
bo
up to
In
high
will
FARMER
every
TRIRt'NE
d.ve, live, cntcrorlelnic airrle iliur.il paper, profunely Illustrated
with picture» of live stock, model farm bull Iiijc* and homes, agrlcultural machinery.etc.
will tin I spcc'al page·) for
sons and
Farmers'

abpolutc'y

wives

daughters

their entertainment.
It with your
Regular price, #1 <*) per rear, but you can buy
favorite home weekly new-paper, THE OXFORD 1)1 MOCKAT,
one year for #J no.
8«'iid your subscription* and money to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, South Parle, Me.

PAPER

Mend your name and address to the IVKW-YOKK
free
ΤΗΙΒΙΛΚ K.tRIEB, Siwïork City, and a
sample copy will be mailed to you

CASTOR ΙΑ Flrlr'rta'dK'im "f™®* /η?
«
Tin Kind You Haw Always Bought

/Occident Insu ranee.

Îlf

„

-

^

you have not an ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY,
why cot call at the office of

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,

W

and ere*-· one? The cost is very small. $1000, five dollar·
weekly indemnity, costs $5 per year. $2000, ten dollars weekly
ademnity, costs $10 per year in preferred class. It insures
gainst accidents of all classes and pays indemnity for fatal or
ion-fatal injury oaused by any aooident and sickness. Send for
W, J. WHBELER & 00.
Iroular and get rates.

